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1.A. Introduction

T

he Southern Nevada region, like
most Western metropolitan areas,
has seen growth and development
rocket to the forefront of public opinion in the past decade. Even while experiencing a robust economy, the
public is expressing frustration with
many aspects of this growing area.
High on the list of concerns are increasing congestion, loss of open
space, and an ill-defined but strongly
held belief that “livability” is slipping
away. The 1999 Legislature directed
the jurisdictions of Southern Nevada
to create a regional policy plan as a
framework for planning for the future
growth of the region. Building upon
an earlier planning effort that engaged thousands of citizens in identifying issues and strategies, the Southern Nevada Regional Policy Plan was
adopted and submitted to the Legislature in 2001. This Regional Policy Plan
is an outstanding example of a collaborative planning effort between
local jurisdictions and their residents.
It provided a body of policy for coordinated local planning, and created
better relationships between the regional planning partners.

The Southern Nevada Regional
Planning Coalition (SNRPC) with its
member jurisdictions subsequently
sought to continue the conversation
initiated within the Regional Policy
Plan to address the Plan’s policies and
“plan priorities” for collaborative planning within the region. These conversations resulted in a framework of
guiding principles or desired outcomes that will provide direction for
the future of regional planning and
the region itself.
Accordingly, the SNRPC contracted with the consulting team of
Parametrix and Fregonese Calthorpe
and Associates to frame and hold a
series of Regional Growth Summits to
address:
² Issues of urban form and urban
growth
² Parks and open space planning
and protection
² Interjurisdictional issues having
cross-boundary impacts
² Suggested actions for achieving
desired outcomes in these areas
While the Regional Policy Plan provided a vision of “where the region
wants to go” in the future, the Regional Growth Summits were to be
aimed at the question of “how do we
get there”. The Regional Growth
Summits were designed to provide a
forum for the region’s elected officials
to have an informed and facilitated
discussion, which included an identification of principles and outcomes
that provided a foundation upon
which future planning and imple-
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Elected officials participated in a
workshop exercise toa place forecasted
growth in desired locations.

menting actions may be based, and
a suggested action plan for moving
forward in achieving these outcomes.
The consultants and staff of the
SNRPC’s participating jurisdictions
formed a Project Team that worked
closely together to develop the format and content for three Regional
Growth Summit Workshops that focused upon three themes:

² How do we grow?
² How do we address growth?
² How do we make it happen?
This final report provides a summary
of the three Regional Growth Summit
Workshops held in the winter and
spring of 2003, and represents the
products of the consultants’ assistance to the SNRPC.

1.B. Report Organization

T

his report is organized in a manner
intended to emphasize future direction and a recommended plan for
action right up front in the document.
Accordingly, a section entitled Outcomes and Actions will contain a discussion regarding overarching objectives and regional strategies, followed
by a section providing recommended
initial work plan items—the Next Steps/
Implementation Strategy—a suggested action plan for making
progress on the desired outcomes
identified by Summit Workshop participants.

A summary discussion of the workshops will follow as one of the appendices to this report. In the summary
discussion, the work performed by the
Project Team of the consultants and
the planning staff of the SNRPC jurisdictions will be described, and the
results will be summarized according
to the tasks contained within the
scope of work:

²
²
²
²

Establishing the foundation.
How do we grow?
How do we address growth?
How do we make it happen?

The first section highlighting the
Growth Summit Workshops themselves, Establishing the Foundation,
will discuss the background research
and stakeholder interviews that were
performed to provide a base of information from which to design the Summit Workshops. Each of the following
three subsections will address the
three Summit Workshops, in turn. An
overview of the Workshop’s objectives will be provided, followed by a
summary of the Workshop itself.
Power Point presentations, project
memoranda and instructions for individual Workshop exercises will be provided in the appendices to this report,
and will be referred to in the text.
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1. C. Scope of work

T

he full scope of work is provided as an appendix to this report. By way of overview, the
project was divided up into three primary pieces:

1. Establishing a foundation of information. Who are the important stakeholders, and what
issues are of importance to them within the context of the focus of the Regional Growth
Summits? Determining the answer to this was critical in establishing a foundation of information from which to build the Summit Workshops. In this phase, the consultants also researched
regional planning issues, both from their own experience and from successful examples elsewhere. Finally, the consulting team needed to determine what would constitute a successful
project.
2. Planning and conducting the Summit Workshops. In brokering a conversation to arrive
at principles and desired outcomes to guide future planning and other activities, each of the
three Workshops had to be carefully planned. An appropriate mixture of information had to
be provided to frame the discussion; exercises had to be designed to elicit interaction and
discussion; and vehicles had to be provided to capture and shape the input received into
outcome-based concepts and ideas for actions needed to begin carrying them out.
3. Developing recommendations and an action plan for carrying them out. Following the
Summit Workshops, the consultant team reviewed the concepts and ideas generated by the
discussions and shaped these into a suggested plan of action for consideration by the SNRPC
and member jurisdictions.
The first two components will be described in
greater detail in individual sections provided within
the appendices to this document titled Establishing the Foundation and Overview of Regional
Growth Summit Workshops. The recommendations
and the action plan for carrying them out are provided in the sections titled Outcomes and Actions,
and Next Steps that follow.

OUT
COMES AND ACTIONS
UTCOMES
2.A. Introduction

D

uring the Regional Growth Summit Workshops, three primary themes were discussed: “how
do we grow”; “how do we address growth”, and “how do we get there”. Within these
themes, subjects such as the type and form of growth, infill and redevelopment, parks and
open space, and addressing interjurisdictional issues having impacts that transcend political
boundaries were discussed at length through a series of group exercises. From these discussions, a set of desired outcomes was generated to provide a framework for an action plan to
guide future planning and action in the three themes and their associated subjects. At the
Summit Workshops, ideas for actions needed to make progress at achieving the desired outcomes were discussed and gathered.
Following the Growth Summit Workshops, the consulting team reviewed the material generated, and identified three overarching desired objectives that represented the priority outcomes
noted by the Workshop participants:
1. Concurrent consideration of land use, transportation and air quality.
2. A strategic plan for implementing and updating the Regional Policy Plan and other
initiatives.
3. Better utilization of the Regional Planning Coalition for regional coordination, planning
and problem solving.
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The overarching desired objectives
are broad in nature, needing to be
initiated in the near term, but continuously worked on over time, since they
form the foundation for ongoing, regional collaboration and measurable
success. These overarching objectives are discussed in sections 2B, and
are accompanied by a list of suggested actions for consideration by
the SNRPC as it develops a work plan
for future action. In addition, six specific Regional Action Initiatives are
suggested as items warranting immediate initiation. They reflect both the
high-priority outcomes and actions
that were discussed by Workshop participants, and the experience of the
consultant team with successful regional planning and community
building. These will be discussed below, and will be accompanied by
suggested actions for implementation. These Regional Action initiatives
include:

² A statement of common principles
² A regional action agenda
² A regional plan for parks, recreation
and open spaces
² An economic diversification strategy
² Quality communities
² A growth coordination agenda

Taken together, the Overarching
Desired Objectives, the Regional Action Initiatives, and the recommended
steps for initiating them form a Recommended Action Plan for achieving the
desired outcomes identified within the
Regional Growth Summits.
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2.B. Overarching Objectives
and Actions

2.B.1. Concurrent consideration of
land use, transportation and air
quality.

L

and use, air quality and transportation are inextricably bound together. For a street, a neighborhood,
a city, or a region to function well
and be an attractive place to live,
work and visit, the design and transportation use of a street must match
the use and design of the adjacent
land. For instance, a right-of-way
with slow-moving cars, wide sidewalks, street furniture and trees accomplishes this goal by creating an
environment where pedestrians feel
safe from traffic. In essence, the
street becomes an enjoyable place
to be. In addition, on-street parking,
bus service, and bike lanes are important in bringing customers conveniently close to businesses.
Similarly, the adjacent land uses
and their design must be appropriate for the street’s function and design. If large parking lots were to front
a street with large office buildings behind, there would be no need for
slow-moving traffic and on-street
parking. Pedestrians would not likely
choose to walk around, regardless of
the design and use of the street because there were no interesting
buildings and businesses fronting the
sidewalk.

The resulting Concept Map is a
representation of the ideas developed
through the workshop process. The
map should be considered as a tool to
foster discussion and coordination, not
as a depiction of where development
will occur.
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In addition, land use and transportation choices have direct impact on
a region’s air quality. Auto-oriented
development does not support transit, and therefore forces residents to
drive to all their daily services. The
more cars that are on the roads, the
worse will be the air quality. Conversely, compact land use that supports mass transit offers residents travel
choices, and reduces their dependence on the car.
Considering land use, air quality
and transportation concurrently encourages a more efficient use of the
transportation system, encourages
alternative modes of transportation
and revitalizes neighborhoods — ultimately improving the quality of life of
residents.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the
SNRPC and its member jurisdictions:
² Research current conditions and
examine trends in order to derive predictors of future circumstances.
² Hold an SNRPC meeting to review recommendations and findings
from growth summits and research.
Discuss the value of developing a coordinated land use, transportation
and air quality plan for the region that
could examine future growth scenarios for the region and help outline
specific steps that would implement
the adopted Regional Policy Plan.
² If agreed to, develop a work program and strategy for proceeding
with developing the plan.

2.B.2. A strategic plan for
implementing and updating the
Regional Policy Plan and other
initiatives.

T

he Southern Nevada Regional
Policy Plan was (and is) a monumental achievement of regional cooperation to develop a shared vision
of “where the region sees itself going”
in the future. All too often, the bestintended plans are approved without
an action plan for implementation,
without a system or process for monitoring progress; and without a time
frame for checking back in and updating the plan to reflect progress or
changing conditions. From the discussions that occurred during the
Regional Growth Summits, it became
clear that the various Plan Priorities
within the Regional Policy Plan were
interrelated. Although the SNRPC has
made progress in efforts to carry out
several Plan Priorities (e.g., an infill
definition and strategy; projects of
regional significance), the actions
have been singular, without an overall game plan for prioritizing, linking,
leveraging or tracking action. In the
Conclusion/Next Steps chapter of the
Regional Policy Plan, the Plan indicates the need to progress from planning to “begin the doing”, and to
develop a more detailed work plan
with staff to address priority issues that
will ensure implementation does not
lag.
The consulting team recommends
that the SNRPC develop a short-term
strategic action plan for incrementally
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One of the Plan’s objectives is to protect
open space while promoting intelligent
growth.
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implementing the Regional Policy Plan’s policies and Plan Priorities. It is envisioned that this
would be viewed as a “Regional Strategies Action Plan”, a three year, renewable/rolling,
short-term action plan that would be updated annually, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and updating process and a supporting budget.
The Regional Strategies Action Plan would address three components:
² The implementation of the Regional Policy Plan.
² The generation and implementation of a Regional Action Agenda (e.g., items likely to
benefit from collaborative action and lobbying, such as seeking a change in the interpretation of the Public Lands Management Act, future expansion of the BLM Disposal Boundary,
changes in the state tax laws, etc.).
² The implementation of other initiatives having regional significance and benefiting from
regional coordination at the SNRPC level.
By way of example, in developing this Regional Strategies Action Plan, each of the Regional Policy Plan’s Plan Policies and Plan Priorities would be examined to ascertain the current status of progress in achieving them, and actions for moving ahead in each of the next
three years would be identified and planned for. The same thing would be done for the
Regional Action Agenda and other key regional initiatives.
The activities for Year 1 would be tied to the operating budget of the SNRPC. The activities
identified for Year 2 and Year 3 would serve as placeholders or indications of anticipated
resource needs for the coming two years. Once Year 1 is nearly complete, the status of
activities would be reviewed, and the activities for Year 2 would be adjusted as necessary,
since it will become the new Year 1. Year 3 would be adjusted as appropriate in readiness for
its becoming the new Year 2, and activities for a new Year 3 would be identified. The SNRPC
would be the coordinating body responsible for the development and update of the Regional Strategies Action Plan, and for the coordination of the member jurisdictions’ activities
to fund and/or carry out the action plan. Staff of the SNRPC and the member jurisdictions
would provide regularly scheduled status report on implementation activities.

Southern Nevada’s regional parks
and open spaces are a unique part
of the community environment that
should be preserved and
enhanced.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration
by the SNRPC and its member jurisdictions:

² Develop a progress report on the implementation of
the policies and Plan Priorities of the Regional Policy Plan.
Identify specific tasks and/or products needing to be initiated, continued or completed.
² Develop a Regional Action Agenda for those activities warranting action at the state and/or federal level that
would benefit by concerted and coordinated action at the
regional level (see “regional initiatives”, below).
² Identify the other major initiatives that would benefit
from or require regional coordination (e.g., an economic
diversification strategy, a “quality communities” initiative,
growth coordination, etc.), and the tasks required to define
and launch them.
² Develop a Regional Strategies Action Plan, a three-year,
renewable/rolling, short-term action plan that would be updated annually, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and
updating process and a supporting budget for Year 1.
² Identify an individual or committee with the charge of
championing the development, progress and renewal of
the Regional Strategies Action Plan, and for regularly reporting progress to the SNRPC.

Ensuring that land use and transportation work together is
essential to a region’s livability. Here, a busy retail street in Santa
Monica, California shows how the right mix of land uses and
transportation options can create a vibrant pedestrian
environment.
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Ensuring that land use
and transportation work
together is essential to a
region’s livability. At the
upper right, a new
development in Las
Vegas demonstrates a
successful application of
mixed-use , pedestrian friendly design concepts.

T

² What is the appropriate balance
between regional cooperation and
planning, and local plans and decisions?
² What needs to be done to
achieve regional cooperation/coordination while recognizing the competition between jurisdictions and the
diversity of interests and choices this
provides?
² What is the relationship between
thinking regionally and acting locally?
² What are the regional initiatives
that can serve everyone and that all
lose unless there is cooperation?

In the Summit Workshops, frequent
reference was made to the SNRPC as
the institutional mechanism to structure and debate issues of regional significance, or to move ahead on some
shared and agreed upon agendas.
Such shared regional issues could include a regional plan strategy and allocation strategy for expending
SNPLMA funds for parks and open
space, a discussion of long-term (4050 year) needs such as water supply,
or identification of how the region can
support infill and redevelopment in
older areas.

Regional entities such as the SNRPC
all go through evolutions in their thinking on these questions. But there is
generally one thing all have in common - all are either controlled by or
have very important and effective
roles for the local jurisdictions within
each region. However, in most of
these regions some have likened
these relationships to the “Pogo” syndrome — “we have met the enemy
and they is us”. In the case of the
southern Nevada region, SNRPC is a
coalition of local governments and
therefore it is the local governments
that control the SNRPC’s role, agendas, and actions.

However, at the same time there
seems to be agreement that the
SNRPC could be more involved and
effective. There is reluctance to create an institution that might usurp the
authority and responsibilities of local
jurisdictions. The questions then are:

Given the interest and discussions
surrounding the various topics discussed at the summits, the timing
seems right for consideration of other
topics such as:

2.B.3. Better utilization of the
Regional Planning Coalition for
regional coordination, planning and
problem solving.
he structure and role of regional
planning bodies varies widely from
region to region throughout the country. In each place, the relationship
and balance between thinking regionally and acting locally is a reflection of federal, state and local mandates and values. Where locals have
been more pro-active, there seems to
be less state and federal intrusion.
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² Better utilization of the opportunities presented by existing SNRPC committees.
² Agreement on topics worthy of regional consideration and discussion.
² Establishing a more formal structure with committees and agendas leading to regional
decisions and actions that will serve all the jurisdictions in the region.
² Coordination of regional, single-focus institutions (e.g. air, transportation, and water) to
address the interrelationships between these important environmental and infrastructure resources.
While recognizing the reluctance to assign too much of a role to the SNRPC, there is still
room for a discussion of topics and issues that affect all the jurisdictions with the realization
that in many cases only a regional perspective can offer a solution to make it possible for
individual jurisdictions to achieve their goals. This is one economic region, and ultimately the
success (or lack thereof) of any one jurisdiction will affect the others.
These Regional Growth Summits have begun to identify some of the common concerns
and issues that deserve the attention of all the jurisdictions as members of the SNRPC. It
seems the time is right, having completed the Regional Policy Plan, the Infill Study and the
summits, to spend some time looking at the way the SNRPC is structured, how it operates, and
if it could better serve those shared interests without limiting the autonomy of the local jurisdictions.

Recommended Actions

A

task force with a combination of elected and appointed officials from each jurisdiction,
that has a limited scope and duration, should be established to:

² Assess the effectiveness of the SNRPC to date - looking at both its successes and disappointments.
² Assess areas and examples of intergovernmental cooperation in the region. This assessment could include the use of interlocal agreements, how widespread these are used, whether
other regional/interjurisdictional concerns can be served by more widespread use of these
interlocal agreements, whether some of the areas addressed by interlocal agreements should
be looked at from a regional perspective (e.g. co-location of schools and parks), and etc.
² Review the current SNRPC structure, committee relationship to the SNRPC Board, etc.
² Consider how other regional entities and the SNRPC could more effectively work together to assure the integration of air quality, water quality, land use, transportation planning
activities, and other concerns that impact the region’s growth.
² Identify larger and longer term issues that need to be addressed, such as those beyond
the usual 5, 10 or even 20 year planning horizons, or new topics needing a regional forum
(e.g., improving educational and cultural facilities in support of economic diversification, etc.).
² Identify and establish ways to more effectively engage non-governmental stakeholders, the public, and special interest groups in the regional discussions and debates.
As the region grows, changes, and matures, these and other issues will arise. The SNRPC
should spend time assessing how it can be most effective, and if need be, what changes are
needed to assure effectiveness. The question of balancing regional and local perspectives
will always be present, and the SNRPC is the appropriate place for that discussion and debate to occur.

g
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REGION
TIVES
AL INITIA
NITIATIVES
EGIONAL
2.C.1. Introduction

A

s indicated in the introduction to this section, six specific regional action initiatives are
suggested as items warranting immediate initiation. The initiatives reflect the high-priority
outcomes and actions discussed by Workshop participants, and the experience with successful regional planning and community-building offered by the consultant team. These are
discussed below, and accompanied by suggested actions for implementation.

2.C.2.

A statement of common principles.

A

statement of common principles, often called a compact, signed and agreed upon by
all local jurisdictions is a way of reaching a regional consensus. Often, the public benefit
is best served by a coordinated and collaborative approach to growth and livability issues. A
compact is intended to be the basis for the promotion of such cooperation. The compact
can be as restrictive and detailed as regional stakeholders desire. Agreements can simply
compel jurisdictions to coordinate general plans, or they can require each jurisdiction to adopt
a set of agreed upon policies.
A compact is a means for voluntary collaboration and regionalism among the Southern
Nevada jurisdictions. It would serve as a way to build commitment and momentum for the
implementation of the Region’s goals. A compact is viewed as an evolutionary document
with a goal of 100% participation in the region.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the SNRPC and its member
jurisdictions:

² Prepare a draft compact consisting of regional goals that help to foster discussions and
to provide an idea of what a final compact might look like. Not all of the proposed items will
necessarily advance to the final compact, nor does it contain all the concepts that may be
advanced in the future. This is merely a starting point to develop an agreement on regional
issues and policies.

2.C.3.

A

A regional action agenda.

s mentioned under the section on overarching desired outcomes, there are a number
of issues that have been identified by the SNRPC member jurisdictions as warranting
action at the state and/or federal level, or that would benefit from concerted and coordinated action and/or lobbying at the regional level. These include:
² Seeking a definition or change in the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act
to allow for maintenance activities to be eligible for funding, up-front funding for project
development rather than reimbursement upon completion, higher priority for funding of urban parks, etc.
² Discussing the issue of BLM Disposal Boundary expansion. The current BLM Disposal Boundary can be viewed as providing a de facto boundary for the expansion of urban growth for
the Las Vegas region. How, where, and under what circumstances should the boundary be
expanded represents an opportunity for regional coordination and actions?
² Changes in the state tax laws.
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The regional action items represent but a few of the potentially wide range
of issues that could benefit from a concerted, regional game plan and approach for achieving legislative, regulatory or fiscal change. By developing a
regional action agenda, the Southern Nevada region can be seen putting
up a united front to achieve mutually desired objectives, and with greater
strength than individual jurisdictional efforts might be able to exert. This regional action agenda should be a living, dynamic tool, which is updated on
an annual basis, preferably in conjunction with the annual updating/refreshing of the Regional Strategies Plan described under the above discussion of
overarching desired outcomes.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the SNRPC
and its member jurisdictions:

² Form an SNRPC committee charged with identifying those activities of
benefit to the region warranting action at the state and/or federal level.
² Determine those actions that need to be taken, by which agencies and/
or political bodies and the work program (and responsibilities) for carrying
them out.

2.C.4.

O

A regional plan for parks, recreation and open spaces.

ne of the seven Plan Elements addressed by the Regional Policy Plan is
conservation of open space. The Plan mentions that the Las Vegas
Valley doesn’t measure up to other regions in the west in providing parks and
open space, although there have been a number of efforts to address the
issues of conservation, open space and natural resources. The Regional Policy
Plan contained a number of policies and plan priorities for addressing the
need for park and open space—among them:
² The Plan mentions seeking “additional funding for parks” as an opportunity for intergovernmental planning.
² An “open space community separator” in Clark County between Nye
and Pahrump, where any BLM land release for residential development would
be discouraged.
² A recommendation that trails and open spaces be incorporated within
new development.
² Targeting the funds available through the Southern Nevada Public Lands
Management Act.
² Using funds generated by BLM land sales to fund parks, trails and natural
lands in urban areas, making infill more attractive.
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² Calling for the adoption of a
standard definition of parks and open
space, on a regional level, to ensure
more consistency between local
community parks planning efforts.
The Regional Policy Plan also refers
to a number of opportunities for linking the park and open space planning and development being done
by individual jurisdictions. By way of
a bottom line, the plan calls for “establishing a regional trails and open
space plan with a regional funding
base” to serve as a coordinated
framework for individual plans at the
local community level.
Although the Plan suggests the establishment of a common set of definitions for parks and open space to
help coordinate the planning for such
facilities, research shows that most of
the local jurisdictions had definitions
for various types of parks and open
spaces which were very similar. The
definitions were largely based upon
standards commonly developed by
the National Parks and Recreation Association, and used by many communities nationwide. The examination
and coordination of park and open
space standards within the region
would be an easy task, falling most
appropriately within the context of a
regional plan for parks and open
space. The Regional Policy Plan talks
about a need for a regional approach to open space planning to
take advantage of some opportunities for collaboration and coordination, and some work is under way in

this regard. A regional trails plan is being developed by the jurisdictions in
the Valley, and Las Vegas is developing a parks and open space plan
for its growing northwest region, in collaboration with North Las Vegas and
Clark County.
The region has a truly outstanding
opportunity that would clearly require, and benefit from, regional coordination and regional action. The
Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA) has significant funds available on an annual
basis for the acquisition and improvement of parks and open space. As
this fund has not been aggressively
“tapped”, others are beginning to express a desire to do so. What’s
needed is concerted action by the
Southern Nevada regional partners to
pull together and identify a regional
approach for tapping this resource in
a cooperative effort. With a regional
plan for securing SNPLMA funds for
collaboratively identified park and
open space improvements throughout the region, Southern Nevada will
have the opportunity to become a
national model—both with regard to
cooperative action and for a showcase system of outdoor resources that
will greatly enhance the quality of life
for existing and future residents and
visitors. A regional system of parks and
open spaces can help burnish the
area’s image as being among the
most livable communities or regions
within the nation, and serve as an attraction for employers looking for quality communities in which to locate.
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A regional plan for parks and open spaces would serve as the master
facility plan that assesses the need for such improvements within the region,
identifies needed improvements and estimated cost, and acertains appropriate funding responsibility. The region could then go through a process of
evaluating candidate projects through a set of criteria, including public input, to develop a multi-year program for funding improvements. Such a
plan would not preclude or limit a local jurisdiction’s ability to fund or construct park/open space improvements. It is very much like the process jurisdictions go through in developing a capital improvements program, based
upon master public facility plans. The Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act provides a unique funding source for park and open space
improvements that can best be accessed collaboratively. There’s political
strength in numbers.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the SNRPC
and its member jurisdictions:

² Secure consulting services to conduct a needs assessment, and develop a regional plan for parks and open spaces for the Southern Nevada
Region.
² Through the process of preparing a regional plan for parks and open
spaces, develop a comprehensive list of needed improvements to facilities
and services, with recommendations for programming and priority. Develop
a strategy for programming and funding prioritized improvements at the local and regional level.
² Identify the range and type of park and open space improvements the
region feels are appropriate for funding through SNPLMA resources (e.g., urban parks, maintenance activities, etc.). Develop a coordinated, regional
strategy for accessing and gaining commitment of SNPLMA funds for appropriate, high-priority projects.
² Research the potential for funding the maintenance of park and recreational facilities on a regional basis.

2.C.5.

T

An economic diversification strategy.

hroughout this process, economic diversification has been identified as a
critical regional initiative. While recognizing that there will be competition
among the jurisdictions in the region with respect to siting new employers,
there was significant benefit seen in working together to create a climate
within which commonly-agreed upon economic objectives might be met.
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This view was also reflected in the earlier process that generated the Regional Policy Plan.
Specifically, one of the guiding principles of the Regional Policy Plan states that:
“The Regional Planning Coalition respects local autonomy with regard to site-specific land
use decisions and focuses on issues with larger economic impact.”
From both the stakeholder interviews and the summits themselves, there appears to be a
shared sense that economic diversification is a necessity for the long term future of the region.
Several implications of this agreement are that there needs to be a more balanced and wider
range of regional jobs, while continuing to support the efforts of the gaming industry.
During the summits, the following ideas emerged to provide guidance for consideration of
future actions essential for achieving economic diversification at the regional level:

² The overall goal is to more proactively seek or create new employment opportunities by
working together toward a more diverse economic base. Like many other metropolitan regions in the United States, economic development is increasingly recognized as a regional
concern to be addressed by both the private and public sectors.
² Improved educational, cultural and parks resources were seen as essential prerequisites
to attracting and keeping new major employees. Along with providing a skilled and educated labor force, an enhanced higher education system can offer training and research
resources in support of these employers. In addition, employee retention will depend on the
quality of life for both managers and workforce employees; and enhanced parks and cultural
facilitates within the region were seen as key components for addressing quality of life issues,
in addition to quality education opportunities for all ages.
² A range of affordable housing choices was seen as an important dimension to attracting new jobs to the region, whether these jobs relate to the gaming industry’s growth or to
new non-gaming employers. In Summit 2 discussions, the issue of siting a new major employer
related directly to the availability of housing for employees.
² The long-run capacity of air quality and water
quantity was frequently cited as a key concern needing attention. For example, if a major new large employer showed interest in locating in the region, is there
enough air quality and water capacity to accommodate it? The concern is that looking out beyond the
immediate future suggests that these two resources
could become constraints and therefore a more proactive, long-range, look at these resources is needed.
² Important components of attracting and retaining new employment opportunities are ensuring adequate transportation and utility services and capacity to support desired growth. One of the desired outcomes generated during the Regional Growth Summit discussions was “infrastructure keeping pace with
development.” This desired outcome is consistent with
Regional Policy Plan guidance to “develop improved
baseline regional levels of service standards and definitions for key facilities with regional impacts.”
² What are the infrastructure and resource carrying capacity limits within the region that have the potential for impacting the ability to develop or attract
desired growth and economic diversification?
Are there gaps between current capabilities and future needs? What are the major key facilities or improvement actions needing to be put in
place to attain economic diversification objectives, and what are the programming, timing
and funding ramifications for bridging identified gaps?

Creating vibrant centers with
housing, entertainment and
employment can help attract
businesses and start diversifying
Southern Nevada’s economy.
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² Casinos and the gaming industry will continue to be an important part of the region’s
economy. In the future, a closer working relationship with that industry could suggest new
ancillary economic development opportunities. One example, already existing, is the educational program in hotel administration at UNLV. Another opportunity might be the development of programs to train workers and artisans based on the casino-related developments,
improvements and artworks. In many ways, Las Vegas could become a center for artisans
and crafts unlike any other place in the nation or world.
Given the information and guidance received through research and the discussion taking
place through the Regional Growth Summits, several key actions emerged as having the
potential for initiating progress in developing and carrying out a regional economic diversification strategy, and these are presented below.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the SNRPC and its member
jurisdictions:

² There are a number of agencies and interests actively working on issues of economic
diversification and economic development. The SNRPC should identify opportunities for coordination and partnership to help ensure that coordinated regional objectives serve an important role in informing and guiding activities in this area.
² Investigate UNLV/SNRPC co-sponsorship of a regional meeting, inviting private and public
(local and state) representatives to take a long range look at economic development opportunities, the potential role of the State in assisting with regional economic development
and diversification, the role of educational and business leadership regarding enhancement/development of educational
opportunities, and other issues.
² Convene a meeting of the regional agencies (transportation, water, flood control, air quality) to identify infrastructure and carrying capacity gaps and limitations related to future employment growth. (This could be incorporated into the
actions recommended as part of the concurrent consideration
of land use, transportation and air quality.) This meeting could
result in a joint planning effort designed to look at the relationships between these infrastructure resources as well as determine if in fact there are capacity limitations if the region decided to aggressively seek a major new employer, such as a
Microsoft. Could the Southern Nevada region compete, what
are the limitations, etc?

2.C.6.

Quality communities.

W

hile new development in the Southern Nevada region is occurring at higher densities
than many areas in the Southwest, developments are almost exclusively auto-oriented
with little connectivity. Good connectivity, a mix of uses and pedestrian-friendly design are
all key features in vibrant and bustling neighborhoods. These neighborhoods tend to have
reduced traffic congestion, vibrant economies, and healthier residents.
During the summits, the following ideas for creating quality communities emerged:

² Encourage infill and redevelopment of targeted areas. Infill development is often seen
as less profitable than “greenfield” development for developers because of demolition or
clean-up costs, stricter regulations, higher land costs, and neighborhood conflicts. Addition-

Walking has been shown to be
more prevalent in mixed-use
developments, like this one in
Boulder, Colorado. Another
benefit of mixed-use
developments is that they
enable people to shop, live
and work in the same area.
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ally, economies of scale in larger developments are not found in smaller site
infill projects. While the region’s municipalities have policies that encourage
infill development, more incentives are needed to ensure that it happens.
Examples of incentives include: a more streamlined and certain development process, public-private partnerships, density bonuses and tax-increment
financing. Many of these, and more, strategies and incentives are summarized in the Infill Study, completed for SNRPC in 2003.
² Corridors and centers. Centers and corridors provide a framework for
infill and redevelopment throughout the region. They can be magnets for
focusing development effectively and can help foster transit, walking, and
compact, mixed use neighborhoods. Focusing on centers and corridors can
provide a strategic basis for targeting public infrastructure investment,
streetscape, transit and pedestrian improvements and, therefore, private development incentives to create a more efficient and sustainable urban form.
² Jobs/housing balance. The jobs to housing balance within a region can
help determine if residents have the ability to find work within their own communities, or whether they have to travel outside the region to find employment. The better the balance between the number of jobs and housing, the
less time residents spend commuting.
² Infrastructure investments. Public infrastructure is an essential tool for
many of the desired outcomes discussed during the growth summits. Public
improvements should be designed to promote private investment in the region. Something as simple as building sidewalks in an existing neighborhood
or as complex as a providing mass transit to a new community can increase
access and safety and can also enhance the area’s visual appeal. By improving an area’s overall quality of life, these infrastructure investments also
may encourage private redevelopment.
² Dispersed density. “Dispersed density” is a term referring to smallerscale developments, often infill development on small lots. The concept refers to distributing or scattering such development throughout a community,
rather than concentrating increased density within one (or a few) particular
area(s). Dispersing density via smaller-scale, infill development is considered
by many communities to have the following benefits:

• Generation of new activity (economic and social) at the neighborhood or
block level.

• “Fitting in” to the existing scale and character of the surrounding neighborhood.
• Providing opportunities for more gradual transitions between land uses and
densities within existing neighborhoods.

• Improved zoning and development regulations.

Regulatory changes can allow innovative approaches to development that both uses land efficiently
and is economically feasible. Although the Southern Nevada region is growing densely, new development is primarily auto-oriented. Improving zoning
and development regulations could ensure better communities through improved connectivity, pedestrian-friendly design and mixed uses.
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Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the
SNRPC and its member jurisdictions:

² Transportation infrastructure
coupled with redevelopment incentive and mixed use zoning could help
the area become a vibrant center for
businesses, housing and cultural
events.
² Consider land use and transportation concurrently. Update zoning
and development regulations to encourage mixed use, transit-oriented
developments along corridors and in
centers. Revise regulations on connectivity and pedestrian-friendly
streetscapes and developments.
² Zoning codes need to be adjusted to match the financial realities
of infill development - many zoning
codes are written for development on
vacant land and do not accommodate financially realistic infill development. Strategies for encouraging developers to work within already developed area will be the next step in
achieving infill and redevelopment.
² Review and begin to implement
additional strategies recommended
in the SNRPC Infill Study.

2.C.7. Coordination of growth.

W

ith continued growth anticipated, a corollary is that there
will continue to be a need for coordination between jurisdictions to address both the opportunities and the
challenges that accompany growth.
Because this report assumes a

regional perspective, there are any
number of initiatives and actions that
address opportunities for thinking
and working together regionally. Furthermore, it is understood that implementation of regional initiatives will
be carried out in a variety of ways by local governments acting alone,
by local governments working together, and by regional agencies.
One of the guiding principles of
the Regional Policy Plan (RPP) recommends that the Regional Planning
Coalition be used as a forum for regional problem solving. The RPP in
various places identifies ways that jurisdictions can coordinate their activities (e.g. development review
agreements and joint planning for influence areas around each incorporated area).
Several of the desired outcomes
emerging from the summits had similar themes related to coordination of
growth-related matters:
² Agreement on future expansion
of the BLM disposal boundary
² Achieving development in centers and along transportation corridors
² Coordination between schools,
parks and other agencies
² Parks protected from incompatible uses and activities - addressing boundary issues
² A process for coordinating land
use and public facility decisions to
maximize/share positive benefits and
minimize negative impacts
² Regional efficiencies and costeffective teaming on delivery of public services
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The map above shows the existing BLM
disposal boundary over the workshop
results Concept Map. It shows areas
where growth is desirable, but is outside
the boundary.
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Based on these desired outcomes, a number of actions are suggested
that address coordination of growth. These include ideas discussed elsewhere in this report, such as planning together and agreeing on a way to
allocate SNPLMA funds, or regional representation regarding changes to
the BLM boundary.
There will be a continuing need to address the issue of school locations
with respect to projected population growth, accessibility, joint use of schools
and parks, etc. In discussions at the summit, it appeared that some jurisdictions were doing a better job of establishing interlocal agreements to coordinate planning and parks with the school district. Improving growth-related
decisions between the schools and others is a critical part of how communities grow, helping to add to the quality of the local community environments.
The pace of infrastructure development, including the addition of new
schools, in this region is rapid and there are excellent examples of intergovernmental and regional decisions about provision of infrastructure. However,
there is growing concern that ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M)
costs and responsibilities will become increasingly expensive and difficult to
pay for. A related concern is the need to coordinate efforts related to financial resources. In some cases, this could lead to agreements to seek funds
together for shared facilities, etc.
Other types of relationships between jurisdictions were discussed during
the summits. This included annexations and developments along jurisdictional boundaries that have negative impacts on adjacent communities.

Recommended Actions

T

he following actions are recommended for consideration by the SNRPC
and its member jurisdictions:

² Review existing agreements between the school district and cities and
county to assure more consistency throughout the region. Concerns to be
addressed that have been raised include: notices about city and county
plan changes that affect attendance area projections, and help with identifying and obtaining sites for new schools in advance of development.
² As the area matures there will be expectations about the quality and
level of services, and it can be anticipated that coordinated financial planning and resources sharing will become increasingly important. A coordinated
effort led by senior managers from all the jurisdictions would focus on a comparison of service quality and unit costs and financing of services and could
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consider topics such as: evaluating and comparing the costs of O&M services; annexation
policies and service provision, and more broadly, how these services could be financed more
cost-effectively in the future. These discussions could lead to either interlocal agreements
between jurisdictions or agreements to regionalize additional services
² Use of joint notice provisions is one approach that seems to be helping to address
boundary conflicts. A committee of planning staff members could identify and evaluate
other approaches to address these issues including joint planning for defined “areas of influence” or planning for defined subareas. In either case, agreement would be needed about
the criteria or reasons for such a planning effort between the jurisdictions and to define the
extent of a study area. Such efforts could formally be represented in an interlocal agreement to conduct such a planning effort.

NEXT STEPS/IMPLEMENT
ATION STRA
TEGY
MPLEMENTA
TRATEGY
T

he following is a summary action plan, compiled from the actions recommended through
the Regional Growth Summits process. The consultant team reviewed the full range of
actions, and compiled them (editing and amending them along the way) into a suggested
three-year action plan. Recommended actions have been prioritized as “first” (e.g., those
actions that are needed to establish the foundation for progress and/or take advantage of
immediate opportunity), “second” (e.g., those actions that are needed to carry policy commitments forward, etc.), or “third” (e.g. actions to improve efficiency and effectiveness). In
addition, for each year, the tasks have been categorized as “substantive” (e.g., more policybased) or “organizational” (e.g., “taking care of business”, evaluative, process improvementrelated, etc.). Where appropriate, notes have been provided (in italics) to provide the rationale for the suggested priority, or to provide additional information regarding the purpose of
the action.

3.A. First Priority (Year 1)

Substantive Actions
1. Prepare a regional plan for parks, recreation and open spaces.

² Secure consulting services to conduct a needs assessment and develop a regional plan
for parks and open spaces for the Southern Nevada Region. Through the process of preparing a regional plan for parks and open spaces, develop a comprehensive list of needed
improvements to facilities and services, with recommendations for programming and priority.
Develop a strategy for programming and funding prioritized improvements at the local and
regional level.
² Identify the range and type of park and open space improvements the region feels are
appropriate for funding through SNPLMA resources (e.g., urban parks, maintenance activities, etc.). Develop a coordinated, regional strategy for accessing and gaining commitment
of SNPLMA funds for appropriate, high-priority projects.
² Research the potential for funding the maintenance of park and recreational facilities
on a regional basis. Notes: Reason for Year 1 action is to take advantage of present opportunity with SNPLMA funds.
2. Develop a regional “action agenda”.

² Form an SNRPC committee charged with identifying those activities of benefit to the
region warranting action at the state and/or federal level. Determine those actions needing
to be taken, with what agencies and/or political body, and the work program (and responsibilities) for carrying them out.
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² Develop a Regional Action Agenda for those activities warranting action at the
state and/or federal level, and whose success would be benefited by concerted and
coordinated action at the regional level.
² Identify the other major initiatives that would benefit from or require regional coordination (e.g., an economic diversification strategy, a “quality communities” initiative,
growth coordination, etc.), and the tasks required to define and launch them.
3. Initiate a program for the concurrent consideration of land use, transportation and
air quality.

² Research current conditions and examine trends in order to derive predictors of
future circumstances in each of these three areas. Review recommendations and findings from growth summits, regional action agenda, economic development strategy and
research. Hold SNRPC regional forum and discuss the value of developing a coordinated land use, transportation and air quality plan for the region that could examine future
growth scenarios for the region and help outline specific steps that would implement the
adopted policy plan, the economic development strategy, and etc. Develop phased work
program and strategy for proceeding, including developing planning and monitoring tools
for assessing impacts and interrelationships of actions.
Notes: Follows up on larger policy-level planning with the development and refinement of
tools for analyzing the impacts of decisions and trade-offs of different scenarios. Sets the
stage for the larger discussion of how to most effectively address these trade-offs at the regional level.

Organizational Actions
1. Determine how to better utilize the SNRPC for regional coordination, planning and
problem solving

² Establish a task force with a combination of elected and appointed officials from each
jurisdiction, and of limited scope and duration, charged with assessing the role and effectiveness of the SNRPC, and for identifying opportunities and actions for better regional coordination, planning, problem solving and service delivery.
Notes: Look at such issues as effectiveness at achieving objectives; identification of larger/
longer term issues most appropriate for addressing regionally; SNRPC structure and issues of
authority, governance and support; and how to engage regional stakeholders in discussion
and decision making. Should be seen as “Job 1”, and carried out in Year 1 of action plan,
probably by outside consultants with experience in regional planning, organizational development, etc.). This task is fundamental...sets the foundation for all work to follow. Results of
analysis would feed into budgeting process for the following fiscal year.

2. Prepare a Regional Strategies Action Plan

² Develop a progress report on the implementation of the policies and plan priorities of
the Regional Policy Plan. Identify specific tasks and/or products needing to be initiated, continued or completed.
² Develop a Regional Strategies Action Plan, a three year, renewable/rolling, short-term
action plan that would be annually updated, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and updating process and a supporting budget for Year 1.
² IIdentify an individual or committee with the charge of championing the development,
progress, annual renewal and implementation of the Regional Strategies Action Plan.
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3.B. Second Priority
(Year 2)

Substantive Actions
1. Review and revise growth coordination tools and procedures.

² Review existing agreements between the school district and cities
and county to assure more consistency throughout the region.
² A coordinated effort led by senior managers from all the jurisdictions
would focus on a comparison of service quality and unit costs and financing of services and consider topics
such as: evaluating and comparing
the costs of O&M services; annexation
policies and service provision, and
more broadly how these services
could be financed more cost-effectively in the future. Examine whether
interlocal agreements between jurisdictions or other agreements to regionalize certain services is a potential option.
² Establish a committee of local
jurisdictional planning staff to identify
and evaluate issues leading to boundary conflicts, and whether an effort to
resolve these issues is warranted and,
if so, clearly identify the objectives
and criteria required to guide the effort. Among the issues examined
could be the use of joint notice provisions or joint planning for defined “areas of influence” or planning for defined subareas, etc. Establish an
interlocal agreement to define and
guide the planning effort.

Notes: Concerns to be addressed
that have been raised include: notices about city and county plan
changes that affect attendance
area projections, and help with identifying and obtaining sites for new
schools in advance of development.
As the area matures there will be expectations about the quality and
level of services, and it can be anticipated that coordinated financial
planning, operation and maintenance functions, and resources sharing will become increasingly important.

2. Research and prepare an
economic diversification strategy.

² Facilitate SNRPC discussion of
economic development, the role of
the region and the role of the State in
assisting in this effort; followed by discussions with State leaders regarding
the need to enhance educational
and economic development opportunities. The goal would be to develop a common objective for the
region, taking into account the opportunities and constraints posed by
individual local jurisdictional situations, and to include the region’s educational and business leaders in the
discussion. The benefit: to be able
to speak with one voice on behalf of
the region, and maximize leverage for
action.
² UNLV/SNRPC co-sponsor a regional meeting, inviting private and
public (local and state) representatives to take a long range look at economic development opportunities.
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The goal is to more proactively seek or create new employment opportunities by working
together toward a more diverse economic base. Like many other metropolitan regions in the
United States, economic development is increasingly recognized as a regional concern to
be addressed by both the private and public sectors.
Notes: Primarily staff-driven effort. Good opportunity to get jurisdictions and the educational community pulling together to identify how to position region economically, and to
generate the support for leveraging a strategy with the State as a partner. Good secondyear task, after having gotten feet on the ground with regard to organization and action
plan.

3. Conduct an “economic and growth capacity forum.”

² Convene a meeting of the regional agencies (transportation, water, flood control, air
quality) to identify capacity gaps and limitations related to future employment growth. (This
could be incorporated as base-level information “feeding” into the actions recommended
as part of the concurrent consideration of land use, transportation and air quality, below.)
This meeting could result in a joint planning effort designed to look at the relationships between these infrastructure resources as well as determine if in fact there are capacity limitations if the region decided to aggressively seek a major new employer, such as a Microsoft.
Could the Southern Nevada region compete, what are the limitations, etc?
Notes: Good next step for building upon the initial effort to coordinate land use, transportation and air quality started in year 1, and important companion piece to the economic
development strategy discussed above (how do we carry it out, given infrastructure and
resource opportunities and constraints, and how do we address them together to achieve
the larger objective?).

Organizational Actions
1. Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan.

² Develop a progress report on the implementation of the policies and plan priorities of
the Regional Policy Plan, the three year, renewable/rolling, short-term action plan, annually
updated, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and updating process and a supporting budget for Year 1.
² Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan, identifying specific tasks and/or products
needing to be initiated, continued or completed.

3.C. Third Priority: (Year 3 and beyond)

D. Substantive Actions
1. Initiate a program to ensure development of “quality communities.”

² Develop guidelines for what constitutes “quality communities” within the Southern Nevada region. Identify the overall guiding principles and standards the region aspires to for its
communities, realizing that each community will develop programs for achieving these principles reflecting local values and objectives.
² Update zoning and development regulations to encourage mixed use, transit-oriented
developments along corridors and in centers. Revise regulations as appropriate to improve
modal and transportation network connectivity, and to achieve pedestrian-friendly
streetscapes and developments. Compare and revise local standards to ensure effective
transitions at the jurisdictional boundaries, and to ensure that public safety and quality of life
are kept “on the front burner”, while preserving local autonomy.
² Review and implement infill and redevelopment strategies recommended in the SNRPC
Infill Study, especially those strategies for encouraging developers to work within already developed areas.
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² Develop plan and code provisions for ensuring that transportation,
land use and air quality are considered concurrently in the long-range
planning and local development review processes.
² Develop strategies for encouraging developers to work within already developed areas will be the
next step in achieving infill and redevelopment.
Notes: Combining transportation
infrastructure with redevelopment incentives and mixed use zoning could
help the region become a vibrant
center for businesses, housing and
cultural events. These are the “meat
and potatoes”implementing actions—developing ordinances and
code provisions for lowering barriers
to infill development, for providing incentives to achieve public policy objectives, and etc.

Organizational Actions
1. Update the Regional Strategies
Action Plan.

² Develop a progress report on the
implementation of the policies and
plan priorities of the Regional Policy
Plan, the three year, renewable/rolling, short-term action plan, annually
updated, with a regularly-scheduled
monitoring and updating process and
a supporting budget for Year 1.
² Update the Regional Strategies
Action Plan, identifying specific tasks
and/or products needing to be initiated, continued or completed.

CONCLUSION
T

he SNRPC has accomplished a
substantial amount over the past
few years. The Regional Policy Plan
established a vision of “where we
want to go” in the future-the Regional
Growth Summits provided a forum for
discussing “now, how do we get
there”. The Regional Growth Summits
provided an opportunity for concentrated self-examination with regard to
direction and action, and for responsibility in implementation. Desired
outcomes were identified, and actions were discussed during brainstorming exercises. Finally, the results
of the discussions that occurred
through the Regional Growth Summits
were analyzed by the consultant
team and incorporated within an
implementation strategy and recommended work plan, (provided within
this document in both detailed and
overview form).
The Summits clearly revealed that
the SNRPC provided a valuable forum
and host for discussing issues of importance to the region. It also became clear that those participating
in the Regional Growth Summits saw
the SNRPC as needing to have a
stronger role in facilitating and coordinating the efforts of local jurisdictions and other agencies to develop
and carry out a work program for
achieving the desired outcomes
identified through the Summits, and
for carrying out the commitments
made through the Regional Policy
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Plan. The Regional Growth Summits resulted in a suggested work program of
actions for moving the region forward in support of these two objectives.
Action plans and strategies are only as good as the commitment of the
sponsoring body to carry them out. To avoid being just another document
that sits on the shelf, the action plan contained within this document will require a champion to:
² promote the vision and the desired outcomes;
² ensure that the action plan is programmed, funded and staffed; and
² Make certain that the action plan is monitored for progress made, and
refreshed/updated as times and opportunities warrant.
“How we get there” is up to you.
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Appendix 1. Establishing the Foundation
1.

Introduction

To effectively conduct such an important conversation as the Regional Growth Summits,
the consulting team needed to get grounded in information and establish a firm
foundation of knowledge with which to work. The team developed a list of questions to
ask of key stakeholders (identified by the staff of the SNRPC jurisdictions) during an
initial three-day visit to the region to obtain information, talk with stakeholders and staff,
and prepare for the summits. The purpose of the interviews was to identify issues and
opportunities interviewees feel are of greatest importance to their constituencies and the
region as a whole (with regard to the three topics of the Regional Growth Summit
Workshops). A summary of the major findings from these interviews is provided in a
following section of this report, and a memorandum providing the list of those
interviewed, the questions and the interview findings is provided as an appendix to this
report.
The initial three day visit included a tour of the area with a few of the Planning Directors
in the morning, followed by a workshop in the afternoon to examine issues and
opportunities according to the Planning Directors and key staff, and to discuss the
logistics of the Summit Workshops. Following the information-gathering visit,
consulting team staff researched regional planning efforts, both from their own
experience as well as other efforts throughout the nation, and a presentation regarding the
findings, lessons learned and discussing the value of regional planning was prepared.
2.

Summary of initial Planning Directors meeting

In the initial data-gathering meeting with the Planning Directors of the SNRPC
jurisdictions, the consulting team presented the following agenda for discussion:
• What are some of the key constraints or special issues that have the potential to
surface during the Summit Workshops?
• What suggestions would you have for successful Workshops and presentations?
• What are your criteria for a successful project? How would you measure success?
The discussion is summarized in overview form below.
Constraints and Issues
 Air quality:
o Region has a limited awareness of regional air quality issues…how air
quality can constrain growth, and why/how “how we grow” can impact air
quality.
o Region has a limited awareness of the regulatory environment (plans,
actions and consequences).
 Water:

o There are assurances that there’s enough water for future growth. Reality?
 Land use:
o Pressure for “Greenfield” development.
o Limited awareness of “how to grow”.
o Growth allocations to jurisdictions is a “fair share” issue.
o Land use decisions at the borders of jurisdictions is a big issue;
“externalities” of siting certain uses can be contentious.
o “Sense of place” may/may not be a significant issue.
 Transportation:
o Traffic congestion and travel times are increasing.
o There is a willingness to spend money to solve transportation problems.
o There is limited awareness of the land use/transportation interrelationship,
and how transportation investments can impact the form of growth.
 Housing affordability:
o Increased land prices and lessening developer competition (a few large
developers) are resulting in little mix of housing types.
 Infrastructure:
o “Concurrency” is not an issue, but coordination of major public facilities
can be.
o Coordination regarding future planning for school siting is an issue of
regional concern
 Open space:
o A quality of life issue.
o Criteria/definition of open space is an issue, as there isn’t regional
agreement on what those might be.
o Conservation/protection of open space needs a regional approach.
o Open space “conservation ethic” is minimal.
o Issue of cultural resources needs more attention.
 Other Regional Issues:
o There is more of a “micro” than a “macro” understanding of regional
issues
o The RTC is ahead of the curve with regard to addressing issues regionally.
o Valley has had positive/constructive experience in addressing other
regional issues, including:
 Transportation
 Endangered species
 Flood control
 Water and sewer
o Need more work on how projects/activities of regional significance are
addressed.

o Processes are needed to address coordination of land use issues at the
“jurisdictional interface” between communities.
o Economic diversification is a major regional goal.
o Regional authority/governance is potentially an issue
 BLM land availability and Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act
o How to spend $1 billion…needs a sense of urgency (others want the $!).
o Need to develop strategies for making decisions, making investments, and
taking action.
Suggestions for a Successful Presentation
 Include discussion of issues that have similarity/relevance to the local situation.
 Provide examples of government-driven efforts, as well as business/private sector
examples.
 Demonstrate “how to get things done” and the relative costs of doing them.
 Spend time on describing effective implementation actions…both regulatory and
voluntary.
 Refer back to what was learned from the stakeholder interviews.
 Demonstrate how the Summits build upon the previous work on the Regional
Policy Plan, vision, and etc.
Criteria for a Successful Project
A successful project will be one in which:
 The elected officials will have something they can hold in their hands, refer to and
use as a tool, not “just another study”. The successful project provides some
closure, and a sense that the Summits led to something concrete
 Maps and other products used in the Summits will clearly convey concepts, tradeoffs and next steps.
 A clear vision and statement of direction is articulated, and a “big picture”
summarizing the common points of agreement is painted.
 A “sense of urgency” is communicated regarding why addressing key issues
regionally is critical.
 The impacts of growth and the costs of growth (both in terms of dollars and
impacts upon quality of life) are clearly communicated.

 An understanding of why regional planning and regional thinking is valuable and
important, and the local as well as regional benefits it can provide is achieved.
 The value of “local autonomy” is reflected.
Again, the Regional Policy Plan painted a picture of where the region wants to go…the
Summits will be a major step toward determining how the region gets there.
3.

Background research

Finding room for an extra 1.2 million people is no small task, but that’s the challenge
Southern Nevada faces. The region’s population is expected to almost double in the next
30 years. There will be approximately 2.6 million people in Clark County by the year
2030. Where will these people live? work? and go to school? How will the region
accommodate twice as many people, while maintaining or increasing the current quality
of life? Understanding where the region is today and how it got there is one of the first
steps in figuring out where it’s headed in the future.
On average there are approximately 4,875 people for each square mile land in the region.
This is up from an average of 3,713 persons per square mile in 1990. This means that
within the last decade, Southern Nevada has been building in a more land efficient
fashion. New development between 1990 and 2000 was built at an average of 7,688
persons per square mile.
The amount of urbanized land increased by 52,806 acres in that same ten-year period;
there were approximately 180,600 total urbanized acres in the year 2000.
A large portion of new development in the Southern Nevada region over the last ten years
has been housing. The majority of new homes built between 1990 and 2000 were owneroccupied, single-family detached dwellings. However, there were also gains in structures
with 10 to 19 units and structures with 50 or more units. Most housing types grew
steadily in relation to population growth. With the exception of structures with 20 to 49
units and single-family detached units, total housing stock approximately doubled in all
housing types. The percentage of structures with 20 to 49 units decreased slightly. The
number of single-family detached residences increased in relation to all other housing
types; 61 percent of all housing built between 1990 and 2000 was single-family. Fiftyone percent of all housing units in 2000 were single-family in nature, up from 44 percent
in 1990.
Between 1990 and 2000, 33 percent of new population growth occurred within urbanized
areas. It is clear that infill development is taking place in Clark County. However, a
substantial amount of growth is still occurring on the urban fringe in auto-oriented,
suburban style development.

There are unseen pressures for Greenfield development in the Southern Nevada region.
Because vacant land is available and affordable, developers tend to gravitate toward it.
Infill development is often seen as less desirable because of demolition or clean-up costs,
stricter regulations and neighborhood conflicts. Additionally economies of scale in larger
developments are not found in smaller site infill projects.
If new development continues to be built at approximately 7,688 persons per square mile,
another 102,240 acres of land in Southern Nevada will become urbanized by the year
2030. Finding where that growth will occur, and how, is the next challenge for the
region. For more information, please refer to the “Background Research” memo in
Appendix 2 of this document.

4.

Stakeholder interviews

During January 2003 the consultant team conducted 23 stakeholder interviews to provide
individual opportunities for comment on growth issues and to identify those issues of
importance to the stakeholders, their constituencies and the region as a whole. Most of
the interviews were conducted with elected officials and senior staff members from the
County, all of the cities and the school district; the balance was with representatives of
land, development, and environmental interests in the region. (The complete technical
memorandum on these interviews can be found in an appendix to this report.
The climate, lifestyle, opportunities and people were cited most frequently, as things
people liked about the southern Nevada region. Some of the other positive attributes cited
were amenities, low cost of living, the natural beauty in the area, and new people with
fresh ideas coming to the region.
On the other hand, concerns were expressed about the effects of rapid growth and
especially the effects on transportation, air quality and water availability. Interviewees
cited the cooperative efforts that are underway between the jurisdictions and the fact that
the RPC provides a common meeting ground. They felt that in the future, there would be
an increasing need to assure more complete communities with more attention paid to
amenities such as recreation areas. Also cited as areas of concern and needing attention
were the importance of infrastructure keeping up with growth, clarification about
jurisdictional responsibilities and relationships, more community input needed on longrange issues, advance planning for school locations, provision of social services, and
finding ways to fund regional services.
Generally, the future was seen positively with growth based largely on master planned
communities; more economic diversification coupled to an improved higher education
system; and tax-supported infrastructure and services keeping pace with growth
infrastructure. Future growth characteristics will include a variety of transportation
choices, mixed use developments and smaller communities within the larger area,
improved regional cooperation, amenities oriented more to residents than tourists, and
both urban and suburban lifestyle choices.

Future concerns were expressed about traffic gridlock, a failure to diversify the economy,
understaffing at schools and hospitals, the need to address issues of community identity
and the environment.
Working together regionally was seen as important, however it was recognized that local
attitudes, some distrust, and the pace and priority of distinct communities sometimes get
in the way of working together. It was felt that the State is out of touch with what is need
in the region, especially with respect to higher education needs, and there need s to be a
stronger agreement on the importance of redeveloping the older areas as part of the
regional growth effort.
Interviewees were asked to comment specifically on open space and interjurisdictional
issues. Open space as seen as adding value to both the community residents and in
attracting businesses. The importance of acting now to purchase open space and working
more closely with schools and making multiple uses of opportunities such as washes for
flood control and trails was identified. These open space resources were seen as
increasingly critical in response to growing expectations throughout the region about
livability as the region matures.
Important interjurisdictional issues needing immediate attention together were long-range
perspectives on air quality and ensuring future affordable supplies of water. Differing
attitudes about growth, decisions about types of uses and activities on borders that affect
other jurisdictions, and the effect that changing plans has on other regional partners, e.g.
schools, also were seen as important issues. A shared vision and sense of community and
common regional identify for the based on regional consensus, with more public input
and engagement were seen as important steps to improving relationships.
Although the SNRPC was seen as a way to open lines of communication it also was
agreed that it is important not to add another layer of bureaucracy; and interlocal
agreements and public partnerships were seen as ways to implement ideas. Examples of
opportunities to work together included joint provision of services, agreements about
most cost-effective ways to deliver services, and how to address cross-boundary impacts
of land use decisions.
Specific interjurisdictional areas in which to focus attention included:
• strategies to diversify the economy and still meet air quality and other standards, by
tying air quality to transportation and land use decisions;
• increasing educational opportunities; and
• working together to decide how to allocate BLM land sale proceeds so that the entire
region benefits
Finally, when asked what one or two topics the region needs to get its arms around to
ensure a better future, the common themes included:
• Meeting air quality standards
• Establishing a continuous source of water while promoting conservation

•
•
•

Maintaining a sense of individual communities as growth occurs
Strengthening the education system beyond K-12 to develop a trained workforce; and
Working toward economic diversity.

Background Document
Introduction and Overview of the Region Today
Finding room for an extra 1.2 million people is no small task, but that’s the
challenge Southern Nevada faces. The region’s population is expected to almost
double in the next 30 years. There will be approximately 2.6 million people in
Clark County by the year 2030. Where will these people live? work? and go to
school? How will the region accommodate twice as many people, while
maintaining or increasing the current quality of life? Understanding where the
region is today and how it got there is one of the first steps in figuring out where
it’s headed in the future.
Land Efficiency
On average there are approximately 4,875 people for each square mile land in
the region. This is up from an average of 3,713 persons per square mile in 1990.
This means that within the last decade, Southern Nevada has been building in a
more land efficient fashion. New development between 1990 and 2000 was built
at an average of 7,688 persons per square mile.
The table below shows a comparison of average regional densities around the
U.S between 1990 and 2000.
Region
Portland, OR
Austin, TX
Contra Costa County, CA
Chicago, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Clark County, NV

Average Persons Per Square Mile
1990-2000
6,800
1,010
7,300
3,500
10,800
7,700

The amount of urbanized land, as shown in the chart below, increased by 52,806
acres in that same ten-year period. To derive Urbanized Land, the team
employed two methods. First, the 2000 Census designated land as ‘urban’ at the
Census block level. The Census Bureau estimated 58,980 acres of land being
developed between 1990 to 2000. It has been our experience that the Census
considers more land developed than actual because of the course geography at
which they work.
To account for a potential over-count from the Census, Fregonese Calthorpe
Associates (FCA) used satellite images from both 1990 and 2001 to determine
the amount of land that had been visibly modified. The resolution of the satellite

and 2000 was single-family. Fifty-one percent of all housing units in 2000 were
single-family, up from 44 percent in 1990.
The percentage of owner-occupied housing grew from 52 percent in 1990 to 59
percent in 2000.

Housing Distribution
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Jobs to Housing Balance
The jobs to housing balance within a region can help determine if residents have
the ability to find work within their own communities, or whether they have to
travel outside the region to find employment. The better the balance between the
number of jobs and housing, the less time residents spend commuting.
Many people question the benefit of measuring the jobs and housing balance, as
many two-worker families are more likely to make location decisions independent
from the location of their jobs. This oversimplifies a complex issue, and neglects
the fact that many families indeed base their home choice on the location of at
least one of the household’s workers. Additionally, this type of criticism highlights
the fact that most people only consider the journey to or from work as important.
Studies have shown that, while often the longest trip of the day, the trip to or from
work makes up only 20% of the total trips taken each day. A community with a

good balance of Jobs to Housing is often one rich in other goods and services
that are needed by its residents. These ‘complete’ communities have been
shown to have a dramatic influence in decreasing overall travel for a region.
As a whole, Clark County’s jobs to housing ratio went down over the last decade
from 1.37 in 1990 to 1.29 in 2000.

Growth Management Policies and Strategies
Based on the current trends discussed above, a pattern begins to emerge that
can help shed light on what the future might look like if the Southern Nevada
region continues on its present course.
If new development continues to be built at approximately 7,688 persons per
square mile, another 102,240 acres of land in Southern Nevada will become
urbanized by the year 2030.
Urbanized Land
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Finding where that growth will occur, and how, is the next challenge for the
region. A change in policies could mean higher densities and less land
consumed. It could also mean ensuring that new development is designed and
built more efficiently through infill; or by mixing uses, requiring connectivity
between developments and creating walkable environments.
Infill
Between 1990 and 2000, 33 percent of population growth occurred within
urbanized areas. Therefore, infill development is happening in Clark County.
However, a substantial amount of growth is still on the urban fringe in autooriented suburban style development.

There are unseen pressures for Greenfield development in the Southern Nevada
region. And, because vacant land is available and affordable, developers tend to
gravitate toward it. Infill development is often seen as less profitable for
developers because of demolition or clean-up costs, stricter regulations, higher
land costs, and neighborhood conflicts. Additionally, economies of scale in larger
developments are not found in smaller site infill projects.
While the region’s municipalities have policies that encourage infill development,
more incentives are needed to ensure that it happens. Examples of incentives
include: a more streamlined and certain development process, public-private
partnerships, density bonuses and tax-increment financing.
Clark County has innovative policies that include: encouraging the state and
federal government to give funding priority to areas with strong infill and
redevelopment programs; utilizing funds generated by BLM land sales to fund
parks, trails, and natural lands in urban areas, making infill more attractive; and
exploring creative taxation systems that encourage development of vacant infill
parcels in urban areas.
Creating Better Neighborhoods
While new development in the Southern Nevada region is occurring at higher
densities than many areas in the Southwest, developments are almost
exclusively auto-oriented with little connectivity. Good connectivity, a mix of uses
and pedestrian-friendly design are all key features in vibrant and bustling
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods tend to have reduced traffic congestion,
vibrant economies, and healthier residents.
Local policies encourage a mix of uses, however, many zoning districts do not
even allow it. Requiring mixed uses helps create complete communities,
enabling people to shop, live and work in the same area. People drive less in
compact, mixed-use areas and are more likely to walk or take transit to jobs,
housing and services. Walkable areas cultivate vibrant business and cultural
districts by attracting consumers, employers and residents alike. Additionally,
studies have shown walking regularly can reduce obesity, stress, and the risk of
some diseases.
Good connectivity means a seamless connection for each mode of travel
(walking, biking, driving and transit), as well as between modes of travel. The
Southern Nevada region has very poor connectivity in many of is new
neighborhoods and planned developments. The result is a broken street pattern
that makes travel difficult and confusing. Travel times and congestion increase,
while travel options decrease. Many regulations require residential streets in
new developments to be designed to discourage through traffic. The result is
often poor connectivity that in turn increases travel time and causes heightened
congestion. A point of evidence to this is that the region had one of the lowest

vehicle occupancy rates in the country during the 1990s, as well as the longest
per person, per trip, per day ratio. Streets can be designed with good
connectivity, while still discouraging through trips. Design elements like narrower
streets, bulb-outs and other traffic-calming measures allow local traffic greater
travel option, but hinder outside through trips.

Unconnected Street Pattern

Connected Street Pattern

In the mid-1990s, Las Vegas tied New York City for fifth pace in carbon
monoxide pollution. None of the municipalities in the region have standards that
ensure pedestrian-friendly design in new developments. Zoning and regulation
should concentrate as much on the design of a building as it does on regulating
the activities that occur within buildings. Appropriate land use regulations ensure
that buildings work together with public infrastructure to create desired
development patterns.

Open Space Policies and Strategies
Preservation, Acquisition and Connectedness
The Southern Nevada region recognizes the importance of open space and
recreation opportunities. Clark County has made regional open space
coordination a plan priority: Establish a regional trails and open space plan with a
regional funding base, without interfering in the design and provision of local
parks by local jurisdictions. The Regional Planning Coalition will serve as the
regional oversight organization. Local governments will be encouraged to
develop complementary local trail plans.
The region has abundant opportunities for a system of regional open spaces.
There are currently many quality state and federal parks, open spaces and
recreation areas. Working together, the region’s governments can begin to
acquire additional lands that are culturally and/or environmentally significant. The
City of Boulder City’s acquisition of the 105,000 acre Eldorado Valley Transfer
Area is an excellent example of open space preservation. The area, originally

owned by the BLM, was slated for purchase and use primarily for industrial
development. The land now combines preservation for species habitat, possible
alternative energy use and a recreation area.
However, the region is deficient in the number of neighborhood and communitysized parks. These are parks generally within walking distance of residential
neighborhoods that provide recreation and solace in an otherwise urban
environment. The table below shows the number of park acres per person in the
county and each municipality. Most jurisdictions have goals of increasing the
park acres per person ratio to anywhere from 2 to 10 acres per person.

Source: City of Las Vegas Master Plan (2000) and City of Boulder City Parks Department (2003)
*This high number is partially due to the 15,949 ac. Eldorado Lake Recreation Area
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SNRPC Regional Growth Summits

Background
The Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition (SNRPC) is comprised of six local jurisdictions,
working collaboratively toward managing and accommodating growth in the region. Those jurisdictions
include Clark County, Boulder City, Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, Henderson and the Clark County
School District. Southern Nevada has been one of the nation's fastest growing regions, and this trend is
expected to continue. The consulting team of Parametrix and Fregonese Calthorpe and Associates is
consulting with the SNRPC to help conduct a series of three Regional Growth Summit workshops.
The Growth Summits will facilitate a dialogue between elected officials on “how the region grows”. The
group will be talking about the issues that were identified in the Regional Policy Plan as priorities, and
taking the discussion to the next level. The Regional Policy Plan identifies “where we want to go”…the
Growth Summits will address the question of “now how do we get there”…collaboratively, as a region?
These Summits will particularly concentrate on three issues: open space; the inter-jurisdictional impacts
of growth; and how future growth in the region should occur.

Methodology
In preparation for the summits, 23 key stakeholders participating in the summits have been interviewed to
provide individual opportunities for comment on growth issues and opportunities the stakeholders feel are
of greatest importance to them, their constituencies and the region as a whole. The information gained
from talking with them will help us frame the issues for discussion right up front, and let us “hit the
ground running”.
The interviews were conducted at the end of January, 2003, by Parametrix and Fregonese Calthorpe and
Associates staff. The interviewees were assured of their anonymity to encourage a frank and open
expression of the issues.

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM (CONTINUED)

The interviews consisted of a brief introduction to the Growth Summit process, followed by a set of six
open-ended questions developed by Parametrix and the Project Team. Questions were as follows:
1.

What do you like about Southern Nevada?
 What would you like to change?
 Is the Southern Nevada Region on the “right track”…or the “wrong track” …and why?

2.

As you see this region growing over the next 20 to 30 years, what do you see as the desirable
attributes?
 If you were to go away for 20 years…when you come back, describe the overall larger
community you’ve come back to.

3.

What opportunities do you see for working together effectively to meet the needs of the
Southern Nevada region and the individual jurisdictions within?

•

4.

5.

The RFP for the Regional Growth Summits identified several key future growth issues to be
addressed by the Summits:
 Open space planning
 Cross-boundary impacts of growth (joint planning areas, the development of mixed use
centers and corridors, the relationship of development to infrastructure)
 Future steps…or, “how do we get there?”
a.

Are open space and the natural resources of the Las Vegas Valley region important? If so
what do you consider “open space” to be? What do you see as some of the key
opportunities to protect or enhance open space? What are some of the issues or obstacles
to achieving this?

b.

Some of the issues identified as having cross-boundary impacts are: joint planning areas,
the development of mixed use centers and corridors, and the relationship of development to
infrastructure. Which of these issues are of most importance to you and your community?
What do you see as some of the opportunities for maximizing intergovernmental
cooperation and minimize the potentially negative cross-boundary impacts of growth?

c.

What do you see as some of the likely next steps needed to carry out policy direction to
protect open space and direct growth? Where should we grow? How do we make this
happen?

d.

What do you see as some of the likely next steps needed to address those issues identified
as having cross-boundary impacts?

As the national and regional economy continues to change, how do you see it benefiting or
impacting Southern Nevada jurisdictions?

•

6.

What are some of the obstacles you see to working together regionally?

Are there any regional strategies that would help to broaden and diversify the area’s
economy and make it more competitive?

Finally, if you could pick one or two topics the region needs to “get its arms around” to ensure a
better future, what would they be?

Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
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Interview Responses
The responses of the individuals interviewed are summarized below by question and subtopics within the
question as appropriate.
Question 1:
What do you like about Southern Nevada?

Many of the respondents indicated that the climate, amenities (undefined), lifestyle, opportunities,
education experience, and people of the region were positive factors. Other key attractions were the
opportunities produced by the rapid growth, state-of-the-art development, low cost of living, the
natural beauty of the area, and outdoor possibilities within short reach of the metropolitan area. New
people arriving with fresh ideas were also noted as positive results of growth.
What would you like to change?

Many of the respondents indicated that rapid, unplanned growth is having negative impacts on
transportation, air quality and water availability. It was also noted that there is a redundancy of
services that need to be coordinated between the jurisdictions. Several mentioned the need for raising
perceptions of desert living so the residents were more conscious of water conservation.
Is the Southern Nevada Region on the “right track”…or the “wrong track” …and why?

On the “right track” are issues such as flood management, water authority division of power, and the
progress being made in waste water management. Governmental agencies are beginning to work
together, but jurisdictional coordination is still needed. The Regional Planning Coalition (RPC) is an
indication that the region is maturing. The RPC provides a common meeting ground for local
governments, and there appears to be more consensus building. With continued growth, quality of life
issues will need to be addressed – need to improve the feeling of community, and helps them become
more “complete” communities with amenities, etc. Recreation areas need to be kept and improved.
On the “wrong track” are:

Infrastructure, police, fire protection, roadways, planning, and water resources are not keeping up
with the growth. Issues of jurisdictional boundaries and responsibilities need to be resolved.
Spending is being approved without a vision of the long-term. More community input is needed on
these long-range issues. The east end of the valley needs a transportation plan. Regional issues need
to be funded regionally – how will that happen? Provisions need to be made to address poverty,
homelessness and care of the mentally ill. Schools need to be planned at the front end of development
planning, rather than after the fact, when land use decisions have already been made.
Question 2:
As you see this region growing over the next 20 to 30 years, what do you see as the desirable
attributes? If you were to go away for 20 years…when you come back, describe the overall
larger community you’ve come back to.
What do you like?

This will be a metropolis with master-planned communities. The community will be much larger –
built mountain to mountain. There will be positive attitudes, excitement, growth, improved air
quality, schools, eastern transportation connections. There will be a tax supported infrastructure, with
new industry coming to the area due to our higher education system.
Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
SNRPC Regional Growth Summits
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Transportation will have kept up with the growth, providing light rail or bus rapid transit as realistic
alternatives to the automobile. There will be inner and outer highway loop roads like those in San
Antonio. Small communities will have formed within the larger communities, and there will be
mixed-use development. National air quality standards will be met. Issues will be addressed
cooperatively, regionally, and with community input. Regional boards for water, air, utilities, etc.
will have been highly successful. All the important services will be accessible within a radius of four
to five miles. Amenities will be oriented more toward residents than tourists. Downtown will have
mixed use, residential high rises. People will be returning to downtown to live to reduce commute
time. Other people will be moving to the suburbs to get away from the 24-hour lifestyle.
What don’t you like?

Many of the respondents cited the need to diversify the economy, gradually moving away from a
gaming economy toward mid-level corporations and high tech industries. Concern was expressed
about the potential for traffic gridlock, and its detraction from the quality of life. Schools and
hospitals have been built, but are under-staffed due to under-funding.
The larger community struggles with issues of its identity, and needs to come to grips with the fact
that it is still a desert community. Issues of community and environment need to be addressed. It’s
possible the community is going to run out of water, and the lifestyle will get too expensive for
people on limited or fixed income. Sprawl will extend to the furthest reaches of the valley.
Question 3
What opportunities do you see for working together effectively to meet the needs of the
Southern Nevada region and the individual jurisdictions within? What are some of the
obstacles you see to working together regionally?

Opportunities noted:

Regional issues providing the greatest opportunities to work together include water resources, air
quality, flood control, transportation, and growth planning. All the entities need to come together on
the big picture issues. The RPC can be valuable as a forum and coordinating entity for shared
ordinances, uniform design philosophies, etc. The RPC provides an opportunity to bring southern
Nevada together through assuming a bigger role. The Southern Nevada Water Authority is a good
example of the region pulling together to address a problem more effectively than could be done by
individual jurisdictions/entities. Opportunity exists for better promotion and utilization of public
lands.
Perhaps a local league of governments could be organized that would establish a forum where
representatives from various entities could meet regularly and build relationships. This could foster
more regional thinking. Since the school district represents a multitude of people in multiple
jurisdictions, it has a sense of the big picture that could be used as a resource by the jurisdictions to
help them plan more effectively.
Obstacles noted:

A concern frequently voiced is that there are individual/local attitudes and pet projects that overlook
the big view. Pace and priorities differ among the jurisdictions. Open meeting laws were mentioned
as creating an obstacle to meeting – particularly at the city level. It is difficult to meet on the spur of
Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
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the moment to solve problems. A number of respondents cited the lack of a regional vision or shared
plan, and competition among the jurisdictional entities as key obstacles. There is some underlying
distrust and competition between jurisdictions. Strong values of local autonomy interfere with
jurisdictions abilities to work together. There are some communities that seem to want to separate
from the rest of the region. In addition to the local relationship issues, there is some feeling that the
State education system is out of touch with what is needed at the local level, and there needs to be
more two-way communication. Although efforts are being made to encourage development that
would support employment and residences, actions to stimulate the downtown Las Vegas economy
are restricted by a lack of public buy-in to redevelop downtown Las Vegas,.
Question 4
The RFP for the Regional Growth Summits identified several key future growth issues to be
addressed by the Summits:
 Open space planning
 Cross-boundary impacts of growth (joint planning areas, the development of mixed use
centers and corridors, the relationship of development to infrastructure)
 Future steps…or, “how do we get there?”
a. Are open space and the natural resources of the Las Vegas Valley region important? If so
what do you consider “open space” to be? What do you see as some of the key
opportunities to protect or enhance open space? What are some of the issues or
obstacles to achieving this?

Among the respondents, the definitions of open space ranged from having views of the mountains
or city lights, planned parks, areas for recreation, horse ranges and walking trails, to the major
scenic areas, such as Red Rocks, Mt. Charleston, Lake Mead and thousands of acres set aside for
the specific purpose of preserving open space. Open spaces help people feel a sense of
community – viewsheds are important to helping people define the community. A regional open
space plan is needed that includes both public and private lands as part of the open space system.
Opportunities for protecting or enhancing open space include:

Timing was mentioned as a critical factor in preserving open space, since would be easier to
protect now than in the future. Several opportunities were listed that would provide a sense of
purpose and general usability to preserved open spaces; a suggestion was made to use the washes
to provide a trail system throughout the area; and a golf course was seen as offering potential
benefit for the region. On the whole, open space was seen as adding value to the community for
residents and incoming businesses. An additional point mentioned was to remember to include
the schools in any planning for open space, since they can serve as a resource.
Obstacles to protecting or enhancing open space include:

It is believed by some of the respondents that open space is not currently looked at collectively,
but should it should be. With the current pressure for growth, a fear was expressed that the rapid
expansion may outpace planning for resources, which in turn could create a threat to open space
protection. The concern is that, outside of BLM land, there are very few large tracts of land left.
When it comes to setting aside developable land for open spaces, the concern was expressed that
if land has value and the potential to produce a profit, there would be a conflict between the
pressures to develop, versus preserving it as open space.
A big issue for open space is in town. There is a perception that open spaces are not necessarily
important to people in Las Vegas who are here to work and manage their personal lives. Although
Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
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people come to the region expecting parks, it may be difficult to go back into the older inner city
area to build parks. Another issue is finding the funds to purchase and maintain land for open
space – park fees are not thought to be enough. If a regional trail system were established, it
would cross boundaries, and cross-jurisdictional cooperation would be required for maintenance
and supervision.
b. Some of the issues identified as having cross-boundary impacts are: joint planning areas,
the development of mixed use centers and corridors, and the relationship of development
to infrastructure. Which of these issues are of most importance to you and your
community? What do you see as some of the opportunities for maximizing
intergovernmental cooperation and minimize the potentially negative cross-boundary
impacts of growth?
Important cross-boundary issues:

Two issues designated as needing to be addressed urgently, collectively, and comprehensively
were air quality concerns and ensuring available, affordable water resources for the short and
long terms. There is currently much overlap in services and agencies. Constituents are often
confused about which jurisdiction they live in, and where their services should come from. The
public needs to be made aware of available services and future plans.
Growth management was another thread that ran throughout the responses received. There is a
need to promote “community mindedness”. If growth is stopped completely, it will destroy the
economy and the overall quality of life. Additionally, in cross-boundary development, postponing
approvals raises costs to the developer, and, ultimately, the consumer. By the same token, current
large-growth areas need to recognize that their growth may need to be controlled to provide for
the greater good of the region. The idea of a growth boundary could be used to provide a
blueprint of how far the region will spread.
Three additional concerns were raised regarding cross-jurisdictional/cross-boundary areas and the
land use planning/development permitting. Jurisdictions need to be aware of and care about the
impacts of development and land use decisions on entity borders relative to commercial density,
the homeless, dumping, etc. They need to care about what happens across the street in the
adjoining community. Additionally, the school district bases its growth plans on existing master
plans – this needs to be kept in mind when changing these plans. Finally, although it is generally
considered an asset to the region, particularly in opening the lines of communication, the SNRPC
should not add layers of bureaucracy that will hinder local jurisdiction effectiveness.
Opportunities for cross-boundary cooperation:

Interlocal agreements will help with coordination and can address issues such as development and
business licensing. A centralized location could streamline the process of business licensing
within each entity. Public partnerships would facilitate working with the State legislature. An
important partner to all jurisdictions could be the school district, which covers such a wide area of
the region. Because of its broad view, and the impact of planning decisions on its operations, the
district needs to be included in development and growth discussions.
When boundaries are shared, jurisdictions need to look at how decisions they make may affect
citizens of both entities. Cross-boundary cooperation could include joint planning areas and
providing infrastructure cooperatively. Agreements are needed to determine the entities
responsible for road maintenance. Decisions regarding non-compatible uses and mixed uses also
provide opportunities for cooperation. It was also suggested by a respondent that a consolidated
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government would reduce worry about crossing jurisdictions, although another respondent voiced
specific opposition to a regional government.
c. What do you see as some of the likely next steps needed to carry out policy direction to
protect open space and direct growth? Where should we grow? How do we make this
happen?

A number of the points brought out by the respondents emphasized communication, interjurisdictional consensus on regional issues and public involvement. Some of the specific points
raised included enforcing the existing codes, and being firm with developers, and encouraging
local leadership to step up to the plate to accomplish open space goals. It was also noted that, in
the process of development and growth planning, better ties are needed between schools,
developers and jurisdictions for school site locations.
Several respondents noted the need to work for regional consensus. This would require open,
action-oriented dialog between jurisdictions, and more meetings of elected officials. Information
needs to be shared more effectively, and shared benefits need to be identified and addressed.
Together, the jurisdictions also need to actively work toward economic diversity.
The jurisdictions within the region need to develop a shared vision, and a sense of community
and identity for the region. Community leaders need open minds and the willingness to act
together for the benefit of all. More public input is needed. People need to understand what is
going on and have equal access and opportunity to provide input on decisions affecting them.
d. What do you see as some of the likely next steps needed to address those issues
identified as having cross-boundary impacts?

Responses stressed increasing avenues for communication between communities. Steps
mentioned by the respondents included the strengthening the role of the RPC. Projects of regional
significance need to be discussed (i.e. coordinating school locations). There needs to be a forum,
body, or some form of leadership – the process cannot be driven from the staff level. It was noted
that the summits seem like a good idea.
Interlocal agreements could establish a process for multi-jurisdictional review of land use actions
“at the borders.” Communities need to work together on land sale prioritization and how to spend
federal funds so the whole region benefits.
Question 5
As the national and regional economy continues to change, how do you see it benefiting
or impacting Southern Nevada jurisdictions? Are there any regional strategies that would
help to broaden and diversify the area’s economy and make it more competitive?

Ideas for regional strategies emphasized the need to move away from gaming toward a more
diverse economy. Efforts aimed at good planning and providing good schools will help achieve
this objective. Improving air quality and putting mechanisms in place to resolve water issues also
ranked high in the equation. Strengthening the RPC board would promote inter-community
cooperation on major regional issues.
Additional regional strategies suggested by the respondents included reforming the tax laws and
stabilizing the tax base on the state level, while maintaining a good business climate and proSouthern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
SNRPC Regional Growth Summits
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM (CONTINUED)

growth atmosphere on the local level. The region needs to develop a strategy to bring in new
industry and still meet air quality emission standards. A transportation plan needs to be developed
to link the urban with the rural areas in the region. Communities need to understand that air
quality is tied directly to transportation policy, and work to reduce travel by encouraging mixed
use centers.
Other suggested actions included coordinating forecasting between the jurisdictions and the
school district, and increasing educational opportunities for our population – which in turn will
attract industries.
Jurisdictions need to work together to decide how to spend the federal funds they receive from
land sales so the entire region benefits. The course of the national economy will have some effect
on the region, but decisions made on the local level, either cooperatively or independently, will
have a much greater, longer-term impact.

Question 6
Finally, if you could pick one or two topics the region needs to “get its arms around” to
ensure a better future, what would they be?

The common themes running throughout the responses included the need to learn to work
together to address these primary issues: meeting air quality standards; establishing a continuous
source of water while promoting conservation; the form of growth and maintaining a sense of
“individual communities” as growth continues; strengthening the education system beyond K-12
to develop a trained workforce; and working toward economic diversity.
Other major issues to be resolved included deciding on locations of schools in advance,
developing cross-boundary working relationships, ensuring public safety, establishing open-space
policies for the region, and disposing of federal lands in a manner most beneficial for the region.
A final recommendation was that through leadership and community input, the region should
work on developing a common identity and a sense of what “we want to be as we continue to
grow up.”
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Agenda
Following is a description and timeline for the Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition Growth
Summits Workshop #1 to be held on March 24, 2003. This workshop will educate the participants, start a
dialog regarding regional growth issues and gather information for the project.
Monday, March 24, 2003
9:00-9:10
9:10-9:30
9:30-10:15
10:15-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:15
11:15-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00-1:45
1:45-2:05
2:05-2:45
2:45-3:00

Introduction
Overview of Where We Are in the Process to Date by Dave Siegel
Presentation: Overview of Regional Planning and Growth Trends for the Southern
Nevada Region by John Fregonese
Discussion
Results of Stakeholder Interviews by Sumner Sharpe
Break
Lunch Served
Workshop Instructions (presentation made during lunch)
Small Group Mapping Exercise
Small Group Presentations
Discussion of Common Themes by Dave Siegel, Sumner Sharpe and
JohnFregonese
Wrap-up and Invitation to Future Workshops by Dave Siegel

1. Introduction
[Regional Leader], will greet the participants and introduce the consulting team. Dave Siegel will welcome
the participants and introduce John Fregonese, who will be leading the workshop exercise.
2. Presentation
John Fregonese will make a PowerPoint presentation to participants. In this presentation he will describe
the purpose and importance of a regional planning process, examples of what happening in other regions,
and desired outcomes of the workshop and this planning effort. Participants will have opportunities
throughout the presentation to ask questions regarding the goals of the workshop or the planning process
itself.
3. Background Presentation
John Fregonese’s presentation will provide some background on the conditions of the Southern Nevada
region. Highlights will include:
• Growth trends of the last decade
• Future land use and transportation challenges that the future may bring
• Results of recent stakeholder interviews (presented by Sumner Sharpe)

4. Workshop Instructions
During lunch, John Fregonese will provide detailed instruction for the Map Exercise phase of the
workshop. He will discuss possible actions that illustrate design concepts, utilizing diagrams and photos of
real places. He will then introduce the growth and open space concepts for use in the workshop.
Participants will use combinations of these elements to build their vision of the Southern Nevada region.
This regional workshop presents the participants with the opportunity to begin a discussion about future
growth in Southern Nevada.
5. Small Group Mapping Exercise
Participants will work in 3 teams of approximately 8 persons, which represent a range of interests, with
one neutral facilitator. The group will discuss the merits of the different growth and open space elements
and additional background information shown in a map atlas. Tools such as graphic icons representing
growth and open space along with colored markers will allow each table to create their own vision of ‘how
the region should grow’. In addition to placing scaled icons, participants will be encouraged to sketch in
needed transportation elements and locate key open spaces. This exercise simultaneously teaches the
participants about the complex issues involved in planning their community and, forcing them to make the
difficult decisions involved lets us know what solutions they will support.
Each table will have a facilitator from the consultant team. The facilitators will guide the workflow, acting
as a neutral, graphic hand for the participants. Tables will have approximately one hour and forty-five
minutes with which to work on the exercise.
6. Small Group Presentations
After the groups have created their ‘virtual future’ they will designate one or more persons to present the
map they have created to the rest of the participants. They will be encouraged to talk about the challenges
they faced, the solutions for which they were unified in opinion, and the goals they were working toward.
Some people will go into great detail, while others may act shy and just provide the highlights. This is a
good thing, as we can learn from both.
7. Discussion of Common Themes
Dave Siegel, John Fregonese and Sumner Sharpe will follow up on the small group presentations with a
discussion on some of the ideas that arose during the map exercise session, and from the presentations
themselves. In addition to common goals this will include a discussion about how to implement change
or modify policies to facilitate those desired outcomes.
8. Wrap-up
Dave Siegel will provide a brief wrap-up of the event and invite the group to come back and take part in
the upcoming growth summit workshops in April.

SNRPC REGIONAL GROWTH SUMMITS
WORKSHOP #1: FORMAT AND FACILITATOR INSTRUCTIONS
MARCH 24, 2003
The Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition regional growth summits workshop
presents community leaders with the opportunity to start thinking about growth issues and
the future of Southern Nevada. The workshop will start with a presentation by John
Fregonese, one of the project consultants. He will describe the purpose and desired
outcomes of the workshop. There will then be a discussion of existing conditions,
stakeholder interview results and important issues and concerns surrounding future growth.
Participants will have opportunities to ask questions regarding the goals of the workshop or
the process itself.
John Fregonese will give detailed instructions for the Map Exercise phase of the workshop.
He will introduce three “chip” types for use in the workshop. Chips are 1-inch-square
stickers that represent either “development” or one of three “open space” types.
Participants will use combinations of these elements to build their vision for the future of
Southern Nevada.
For the map portion of the workshop, participants will work in teams of 8-12 people, with a
range of interests at each table, and one neutral facilitator (you) to act as their graphic hand.
The group will discuss the merits of the different elements and additional background
information shown in supplemental display maps. Chips and markers will be the tools used
to create alternative growth concepts. Participants are encouraged to examine needed
transportation elements, land use locations, and key open spaces. This exercise teaches the
participants about the complex issues involved in planning their community--forcing them
to make the difficult decisions involved lets us know what solutions they will support.
Facilitator Instructions
Rules of Conduct:
It is important that all participants have fun, learn what is involved in planning for Southern
Nevada, and inform the team about their desires. As a facilitator you should make sure that
everyone has the opportunity to share his or her opinions and that areas of consensus are
documented on the map. The workshop works best when people are allowed to discover on
their own what works for them. This will involve trial and error, and you will undoubtedly
hear things said that you will believe are wrong. There is no hard and fast rule, but you
should be fairly passive in your conduct, intervening mainly when the group appears to be
stuck or heading down a dead end.
Extroverts and Introverts:
One of the primary challenges of the facilitator will be to manage the personalities at the
table. Each group will probably contain some extroverted gregarious personalities and some
quiet introverted ones. Your role should be to insure that all get their say without being
obvious or domineering. It will be natural for the extroverts to begin as the most active; this
is good as it breaks the ice. As the exercise progresses, however, you may need to turn
attention to the opinions of the quiet ones in the group, and make sure that the excited
extroverts take their turn in discussion.

Workshop Format
Please lead your group through the steps that follow. Next to the step number is a time of
day. If the workshop stays on schedule, these times will tell you when your group should be
starting on each particular step. If the workshop falls behind schedule, make a note of the
actual start time. Through a combination slightly shortening some steps and adjusting your
times in accordance with the later start date we can make sure that the workshop ends and
people are free to leave on schedule. Alternately, if the workshops gets ahead of schedule,
do not worry, that just gives you a little extra time. Please use these times as only a guide,
feel free to spend more or less time on a task if needed while keeping track of the overall
schedule.
Step 1.
12:00 (5 min.) Introductions: Take a moment for everyone to say hello and
get to know anyone that they don’t know already. Everyone should tell the group
what he or she hopes to accomplish with this exercise. Each participant should write
his/her name on the base map and locate his/her home and workplace on the map.
Make a red dot for workplaces and a blue dot for homes.
Step 2.
12:05 (5 min.) Familiarize participants with the materials: The facilitator
should familiarize the table with the materials: base map, pens, chips, etc. The
facilitator should go through the legend to make sure everyone understands what the
different colors and symbols on the map represent. The base map shows the
developed areas of Southern Nevada, its environmentally constrained areas, as well
as undeveloped lands.
Each table will receive four types of icons, or chips. Each chip represents 2.25 square
miles of land that is either ‘development’, ‘preservation or conservation’,
‘recreation/public’, or ‘no change’. These land use types with be explained during
the workshop presentation. Each table will receive 71 ‘development’ chips; and
participants must find room on the map for every chip.
Step 3.
12:10 (5 min.) Introduce support materials: There will be a series of
reference maps at each table. The tables will also receive pens, which can be used to
add needed transportation components. Participants are also encouraged to add
notes or draw elements that they would like to see. Encourage people to think freely
and be creative.
Step 4.
12:15 (15 min.) Discuss and place Open Space Chips. Add these kinds of
areas to the map as a start. Open space or parks can help define or enhance an area.
Use the preservation or conservation, recreation/public and no change chips to
represent any areas on the map that the group feels are important to protect from
development. The green marker may be used to draw large areas.
Step 5.
12:30 Place Development Chips on the map. You have spent the last
twenty-five minutes getting familiar with your map and materials and deciding where
growth should not locate. The next step is to place chips on the map representing
the group’s desires for where development should occur.

Encourage the participants to play with different ideas as the chips are moved
around. This is the time to experiment with different themes.
Step 6.
Draw any needed transportation components. The Red marker is used
for transit, which can take several forms, and the Blue marker is used for roadways
or roadway improvements. Encourage your group to think about how their land use
plan works with the existing transportation network. Are new highways, roads, or
transit lines needed? Should chips be moved around to fit into the existing network?
Step 7.
Examine your map. Spend some time examining your new map. Some may
want to create a very specific feel for the entire area, while others may be working to
identify unique qualities found in Southern Nevada. The group should discuss and
identify strategies for accomplishing the group’s goals. Make a list of bulleted
strategies that address land use (housing, economics, etc.), transportation and open
space. Feel free to adjust your map to realize your goals.
Step 8.
1:35 Finalize your map: A “ten-minute warning” will be called. If the group
has any additional points to make, you can annotate the map with the pens provided.
Step 9.
1:45 Present maps to the group: The project team will tell you when it is
time to stop the discussion and make presentations to the rest of the workshop
participants. Five or six tables will be chosen at random to present their maps to the
group. The facilitator should appoint a person in the group to present its
conclusions. You may be needed to help place the map where all members can see it
during the discussion. Remind your presenter to tell the group about any specific
goals that you were working toward or problems you were trying to solve.

Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
Regional Growth Summits
Summit Workshop #2: Monday, April 28th, 2003
Summit Workshop #3: Tuesday, April 29th, 2003

Following is a description and agenda for the Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition Growth
Summit Workshop #2 to be held on April 28, 2003, and Summit Workshop #3 to be held on Tuesday,
April 29, 2003.
Summit Workshop #2: “How Do We Address Growth”
This workshop will continue the dialog begun in Summit Workshop #1 regarding “How We Grow”, and
will focus on the question of “How Do We Address Growth”. The session will be kicked off with a
presentation by John Fregonese, in which he will recap the activity and results of Summit Workshop
#1…what concepts, issues and ideas came out of the first Summit, what did we learn, and what will we do
with it? Dave Siegel will follow this with an issue-framing discussion on the issue of parks and open space,
and an exercise to help initiate the dialog needed to identify issues and develop desired outcomes for
further discussion. After a break, Sumner Sharpe will launch an issue-framing discussion on the topic of
interjurisdictional issues of regional concern, and will conduct an exercise for identification of issues and
desired outcomes. Dave Siegel and the consulting team will then provide a wrap-up of the afternoon’s
events, and introduce the work ahead of us in Tuesday’s final workshop, as we work together to begin
identifying those actions needed to achieve the desired outcomes.
Summit Workshop #3: “How Do We Get There”
Summit Workshop #3 will begin with an overview and confirmation/refinement of the “Desired
Outcomes” identified in Workshop #2. Are these the right outcomes? Following group discussion, work
groups will be formed to discuss and prioritize the outcomes, realizing that not everything can be done at
once. Each group will report on their decisions, discussing their associated implications and trade-offs.
This will be followed by small group discussion of implementing actions, responsibilities and next steps for
making progress toward achieving desired outcomes.

Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
Regional Growth Summits
Summit Workshop #2: Monday, April 28th, 2003
Agenda

3:00-3:15
3:15-4:15

4:15-5:30

5:30-5:45
5:45-7:00

7:00-7:15

Introduction and Overview of Workshop #2…Dave Siegel
The Results of Previous Summit Workshop#1…John Fregonese
• Presentation
• Discussion and confirmation/redirection of identified issues, concepts, opportunities
and constraints
Parks and Open Spaces: Objectives, Categories and Outcomes…Dave Siegel
• Exercise
• Small Group Presentations
• Discussion
Break
Interjurisdictional Issues: Objectives, Categories and Outcomes...Sumner Sharpe
• Exercise and Discussion
• Small Group Presentations
• Discussion
Wrap-up…Dave Siegel
• Summary of Desired Outcomes
• What Happens Next (Preview of Tuesday’s Workshop #3)

Southern Nevada Regional Planning Coalition
Regional Growth Summits
Summit Workshop #3: Tuesday, April 29th, 2003
Agenda

3:00-3:15
3:15-4:15

4:15-5:30

5:30-5:45
5:45-6:45

6:45-7:00

Introduction and Overview of Workshop #3…Dave Siegel
The Results of Previous Summit Workshop#2…Consultant Team
• Confirmation/discussion of desired outcomes for “How We Grow”
• Confirmation/discussion of desired outcomes for parks and open space
• Confirmation/discussion of desired outcomes for intergovernmental coordination
Prioritization of Desired Outcomes - What’s Really Important?…Summit Participants
• Exercise
• Small Group Presentations
• Discussion
Break
How Do We Get There? Ideas for Action…Summit Participants
• Exercise
• Small Group Presentations
• Discussion
Wrap-up…Dave Siegel
• What Happens Next (Activities, Products, Schedule)

Exercise for Workshop 2:
A. Open Space
The purpose of this exercise is to initiate a dialog regarding shared interests and priorities
for parks and open spaces. For this exercise, we have two categories:
 Parks
o Local/Community (focus on serving neighborhoods)
o Regional (serving multiple communities and beyond)
 Natural Areas
o Conservation areas (those important to the region, Red Rocks, etc)
o Natural Areas (Those having a more functional value)
 Drainage ways
 Buffers/Greenways
 Connections (trails, boulevards, etc)
You’re going to do three things in this exercise:
1. Identify several desired outcomes for parks and natural areas/open spaces within
the region (You’ve got some examples on your table to start discussion).
2. You’ll each get $1 million in chips to spend on parks and natural areas/open
spaces within the region.
• Mark each of your chips with your initials.
• Pick a person to be the croupier. The croupier will ask each of you, in turn, to
allocate your dollars among the categories and be ready to explain the reason
why.
3. Your croupier will also be your group reporter, and he/she will ask your group to
respond to several questions:
• What does your allocation tell you with regard to your group’s priorities?
• How do we make this scenario happen from a regional standpoint, and to
ensure that local needs are met as well?
• What are the communications that need to occur to make this happen, and
with/between whom?
• What processes will ensure funding resources are allocated appropriately and
equitably?

Exercise for Workshop 2:
B. Interjurisdictional Issues of Regional Significance
The purpose of this exercise is to initiate a dialog regarding issues that cut across
jurisdictional boundaries. What are the trade-offs that enter into these sorts of decisions?
What are the benefits, what are the liabilities?
Exercise:
Pick a group leader for the exercise, and a reporter who will take notes and report back
to the larger group.
You have a map of the region on the table. You have three uses to locate:
• a new business or industry with substantial employment opportunity,
• a solid waste transfer facility,
• a regional retail center.
Each use is identified by an icon. As a group, work together to locate these three uses,
and be prepared to present your locational decisions to the larger group, addressing the
following:
 What are some of the interjurisdictional issues involved in your decisions?
o Local issues
o Regional issues
 What are the implications of your decisions?
 What are the communications that should take place in making these decisions?
 What are the desired outcomes or primary objectives that we should work on to
make additional progress in this area?

Exercise for Workshop 3
A. Prioritization of Desired Outcomes
Your table has a list of the Desired Outcomes generated by your discussions in
Workshops 1 and 2. The purpose of this exercise is twofold.
First, select a leader for this exercise and a reporter. Please review and discuss the list of
outcomes:
• Do you agree with the summary?
• Are these the right outcomes?
• What have we missed? What needs to be added?
• What are some of the implications we’ll need to keep I mind as we move
forward?
Second, you will be discussing and prioritizing these outcomes within their three
categories, given that not everything can be done at once. Each of you will be allocated
three colored dots to “spend” within each category. For each category, identify the
outcomes you feel have the highest priority by “spending “ your dots. You can spread
them out, or put multiple dots on an outcome…but you only get three dots.
Once you’ve spent your dots, the group leader will initiate a discussion of why the
highest-scoring outcomes were selected, and the results will be reported back to the larger
group.

Exercise for Workshop 3
B. How Do We “Get There”? Making Progress on Achieving Desired Outcomes
Now that we have identified a range of desired outcomes and have noted which ones are
of particular importance, what are some of the actions that can be taken to make progress
on achieving them?
Please select a group discussion leader and a reporter.
For each of the priority outcomes listed under the three categories on the spreadsheet at
your table, discuss “how we get there” in terms of:
o Identification of actions (What)
o Identification of responsibilities (Who)
o Ideas for the initial next steps (How do we get started)
When done, we’ll be discussing this as part of a larger group.

Appendix 5: Overview of Regional Growth Summit Workshops

1. Workshop 1: How Do We Grow?
1.A.

Introduction

Summit Workshop 1 provided an opportunity to frame the issues based upon what the
consultant team had learned to-date, relate experiences from other regional planning
successes and set the stage for the discussions to follow. The Workshop started with a
presentation regarding the importance of regional planning, lessons learned from
experiences elsewhere, and the applicability of these experiences to the Southern Nevada
region and the Regional Growth Summits. The “base case” scenario (“where are we
today”) was presented to set the stage for small group discussions centering upon the
topic of anticipated and desired future growth areas, development concepts (Greenfield,
redevelopment, infill), and the steps necessary to focus growth and open space protection
- “how do we grow”? This was followed by an overview of the findings from the earlier
stakeholder interviews. Following the stage-setting presentations, the Summit Workshop
participants worked with maps to envision different growth scenarios, policy choices, and
the trade-offs associated with them.
Each of the components of the first Summit Workshop (the presentation, the exercise,
exercise results and desired outcomes) is discussed below.
1.B.

Presentation: The Value of Regional Planning to Southern Nevada

Southern Nevada, and other Western regions are witnessing an increasing concern with
growth and development. Resolution of these concerns in an area as large as the
Southern Nevada Region is difficult with conventional means. The nature of the system
of local governments is one that gives priority to local concerns. There is often no
cohesive method to view problems on a regional scale, yet most of the forces that shape
the region and affect the quality of life are those that spread across political boundaries –
air quality, open space, transportation, housing, and jobs. Without a regional solution,
the only logical strategy is to act parochially.
One of the most important contributions a regional agency like the SNRPC can make to
livability is to provide a forum for the creation of a common vision that relates to the
local culture and values, and developing a plan of action that combines some of the
strongest forces that shape the modern metropolis – land use regulations, transportation
investments, and private investments.
In the last decade, many regions have found solutions in an approach that uses both local
values and objective analysis to select a plan that garners widespread support. These
regional visions have sometimes led to major changes in local land use plans, regional
transportation plans, private investments, housing types available in the market, open
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space preservation, land consumption, job location, and other changes – in other words,
some have made a difference.
To view the full presentation, please see “Workshop One Presentation” (contained on a
compact disc) in the appendices to this final report.
1.C.

Exercise

Workshop participants were asked to design their desired future, by considering open
space, growth and transportation. The participants were given about 2 hours to craft their
vision in a collaborative setting. Participants were organized into three tables: one table
of elected officials and two tables of city and county staff members. Each group was
given a base map showing the region as it looks today.
Working together, the groups placed colored paper chips to design the future of their
region. The chips depicted threes types of open spaces and one “development” chip.
Each one inch square chip symbolized 17,300 people on 2.25 square miles; which
represents the average density of development over the last twelve years.
Participants used a combination of these chips to build their vision. Participants were also
asked to draw in transportation elements that they would like to see. The goal of the
workshop was to encourage people to think freely and be creative; while keeping
feasibility issues in the back of their mind.
The workshop ended with each group presenting their map results. A spokesman
selected by each table of participants explained any specific goals and underlying themes.
For a more detailed description of the workshop exercise, please see “Workshop
Instructions” in the Appendix.
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1.D.

Exercise Results

Although each group’s workshop map showed different concepts and chip placement,
several overall themes emerged.
•

•
•

•

•

Open Space. Workshop participants agreed that open space is a vital part of the
region’s livability. Most workshop maps depicted preservation of existing open
spaces, recreation areas and regional landmarks. Although most maps did not
show many local or communities parks within developed area, discussions
revealed that they were equally important to participants.
Growth. The majority of participants agreed that downtown Las Vegas should be
the region’s high density center. Downtown Las Vegas could become a transit
hub with the intersection of three main transportation corridors.
Redevelopment and infill. Thirty two percent of development in the workshop
was placed on what the Census calls “urbanized land”, which will likely take the
form of infill or redevelopment. Although much of the infill/redevelopment was
placed near downtowns or possible transportation centers, there was some
scattered site infill.
BLM Disposal Boundary. Approximately 33 percent of development was placed
outside of the BLM disposal boundary. This includes development placed south
towards the location of the new airport. Most participants agreed that the future
airport would stimulate growth in the area.
Transportation. Workshop participants expressed the desire for transportation
corridors that served the needs of all types or modes of travel – sometimes called
multi-modal corridors. Multi-modal corridors give residents choices in how they
get from one place to another; whether it be by bus, bike, car, high-speed transit
or foot.

The summary “future growth concepts” map, compiled from the maps developed by each
of the three small groups, is attached to this appendix. For a more information on the
results of Workshop 1 and the “future growth concepts” maps produced by each of the
small groups, please refer to the PowerPoint presentation entitled “Summary of
Workshop 1” (contained on a compact disc) in the appendices to this final report.
1.E.

Desired Outcomes: How Do We Grow?

Participants identified the following as desired overall outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

New development is of high quality and integrates with the region
Critical transportation investments are being made
Desired infill development is being achieved
Multi-jurisdictional agreement on future expansion of the BLM disposal boundary
Achieving desired for development in centers and along corridors

3
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Workshop 2: How Do We Address Growth?

2.A.

Introduction

Summit Workshop 2 was focused upon the theme of “How Do We Address Growth”, and
covered two primary issues: parks and open space; and interjurisdictional issues having
cross-boundary impacts. The day began with a morning session with the planning staff
of the SNRPC member jurisdictions during which the consultant team:
•

reviewed the overview summary presentation of the results of Summit Workshop
1, the Workshop maps, and the preliminary desired outcomes extracted from the
exercise and follow-up discussion;

•

reviewed the context-setting information and exercises that would form the core
of the Workshop agenda; and

•

discussed a short set of prototypical desired outcomes to help seed the discussion
at the Workshop.

This initial meeting helped ensure the consultant team was appropriately framing issues
in the context of Southern Nevada reality.
In addition, clarification of the scope of work was sought and obtained with regard to a
particular task. The project scope of work called for the development of a common
definition of parks and open space for the region, in order to facilitate better coordination
among local jurisdictions as they proceed with future planning efforts. The consultant
team noted that research showed that the local jurisdictions had definitions for various
types of parks and open spaces which were very similar, and that for the most part, all
were based upon nationally-accepted standards. Given the commitment of the Regional
Policy Plan for development of a regional plan for parks and open spaces, among the first
tasks of such an effort would be a needs assessment and identification of definitions and
standards…the necessary foundation for such a planning effort. In addition, it was again
noted that many of the Regional Policy Plan’s priorities could be addressed by tapping
the funds available through the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act
(SNPLMA), funds that had been previously “undertapped”, and that were being targeted
for use by other governments and interests. Accordingly, it was agreed that the focus of
this portion of the scope would be reoriented toward advancing the objective of regional
coordination in planning for parks and open spaces, and for taking advantage of the
immediate and near-term opportunity afforded by SNPLMA funding.
Summit Workshop 2 was kicked off with a brief reintroduction to the Regional Growth
Summit process, a presentation displaying and discussing the results of the map exercise
and discussion from Workshop 1, and a discussion and confirmation of the draft desired
outcomes regarding “How Do We Grow”. The consultant team provided a brief contextsetting presentation regarding regional planning for parks and open spaces, and
conducted an exercise to generate discussion regarding regional priorities for funding
different types of park and open space improvements/amenities, and to generate a list of
desired outcomes for future planning and other action in this subject area.
4

Following this exercise, the consultant team presented the context for discussing the topic
of “interjurisdictional issues having cross boundary impacts”. An exercise was
conducted to stimulate discussion on the opportunities, constraints, and (positive and
negative) externalities of siting regionally-important land uses. This was followed by
discussion, and identification of desired outcomes. Each of the components of Summit
Workshop 2 (the presentations, the exercises, exercise results and desired outcomes) is
discussed below.
2.B.

Review of Workshop 1 results: How Do We Grow?

The consultant presented the workshops results to the second workshop participants. The
presentation outlined the methods used to analyze the workshop maps. In addition to GIS
analysis, consultants used written notes gathered during the workshop process to further
refine issues and opportunities.
Next, participants were shown a concept map. The concept map (shown below) is a
representation of the ideas developed through the workshop process. The map should be
considered as a tool to foster discussion and coordination, not as a depiction of where
development will occur. Although each group’s workshop map showed different
concepts and chip placement, several overall themes emerged on issues such as open
space, transportation corridors and infill and redevelopment.
To view the presentation, please refer to “Workshop One Results PowerPoint” in the
Appendix.
2.C.

Parks, Recreation and Open Spaces

Following the review of Summit Workshop Number 1, Workshop 2 next focused upon
the topic of parks and open space. The consultant team provided a brief context-setting
presentation regarding regional planning for parks and open spaces, referring to the
commitments within the Regional Policy Plan for seeking additional funding for parks,
and for developing a regional plan for parks and open spaces, with common definitions to
ensure more consistency between local community parks planning efforts. The plan also
called for “establishing a regional trails and open space plan with a regional funding
base” to serve as a coordinated framework for individual plans at the local community
level.
It was noted that although the Plan suggests the establishment of a common set of
definitions for parks and open space to help coordinate the planning for such facilities,
most of the local jurisdictions had definitions for various types of parks and open spaces
which were very similar. Discussion with elected officials and staff alike demonstrated
that many of the Regional Policy Plan’s priorities could be addressed by tapping the
funds available through the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA);
over $300 million is available for the acquisition and improvement of parks and open
space. A cooperative and concerted action by the Southern Nevada regional partners to
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develop a regional approach for tapping this resource is could provide the most effective
results.
2.C.1. Exercise
Following the introductory remarks, the consultant team conducted an exercise to
generate discussion regarding regional priorities for funding different types of park and
open space improvements/amenities, and to generate a list of desired outcomes for future
planning and other action in this subject area. For this exercise, it was assumed that the
region’s park and open space resources could be categorized as follows:
 Parks
o Local/Community (focus on serving neighborhoods)
o Regional (serving multiple communities and beyond)
 Open Spaces/Natural Areas
o Conservation areas (those important to the region, Red Rocks, etc)
o Natural Areas (Those having a more functional value)
 Drainage ways
 Buffers/Greenways
 Connections (trails, boulevards, etc)
With these categories, discussion group participants were asked to identify several
desired outcomes for parks and open spaces/natural areas within the region. They were
then each given $1 million in chips to spend on parks and open spaces/natural areas
within the region, and were asked to allocate their funds among the categories and to
explain the reason why. Participants were also asked to discuss how to make the desired
outcomes happen from a regional standpoint, and to talk about the processes and
communications that should take place to ensure that funding resources are allocated
appropriately and equitably.
2.C.2. Exercise Results
Discussion frequently centered around the need to develop a regional plan for parks and
open space to improve the level of service available to region residents and visitors, to
carry out the Regional Policy Plan and to make the Southern Nevada region more
competitive on a national scale. The need for assured funding for maintenance was
another key consideration that needed to be addressed at the regional level. With regard
to allocation of resources among the categories within the exercise, Workshop
participants very clearly held local parks to be the highest priority, followed by regional
parks. The exercise showed open spaces and natural areas to be important, but less so
than parks, with connections and buffers being viewed as most important within that
category.
2.C.3. Desired Outcomes: Parks and Open Spaces
Based upon the stakeholder interviews, Summit Workshop 1 and the results of the group
discussion during the exercises, the following list of desired outcomes was generated
during Summit Workshop 2:
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•

A regional parks and open space plan has been developed

•

A regional funding allocation strategy has been agreed to

•

Infill development is supported by open space/parks.

•

Connections are provided between parks and open spaces within and between
cities and natural areas beyond

•

Improved coordination between schools, parks and other agencies

•

Parks are protected from incompatible uses and activities

•

Assured funding for maintenance of park and recreation facilities is assured

•

Buffers are planned/provided between transportation facilities and residential
areas.

2.D.

Interjurisdictional Issues Having Cross-Boundary Impacts

During the second half of Summit Workshop Number 2’s afternoon session, discussion
groups focused on a second topic: interjurisdictional issues with cross-boundary impacts.
Although the governmental entities in this region have worked and are working together
on providing a variety of services and achieving some efficiencies in service delivery,
concerns continue to be expressed about the need for more cooperation and achieving
efficiencies related to other services. As development continues, it is to be expected that
issues will arise as individual jurisdictions address “local” concerns that have regional or
interjurisdictional impacts or implications.
Opportunities for additional coordination and joint efforts relate to regional and
interjurisdictional planning, representations, decision-making, and delivery of facilities
and services either through existing or new institutional mechanisms. Examples that
might be considered include:
• Implementation of “centers and corridors” concepts that cuts across jurisdictional
boundaries and that are supportive of multi-modal transportation approaches.
• Agreement on regional investment decisions in support of infill and redevelopment of
older centers.
• Reduced reliance on region-wide commuting by supporting more balanced housing
and employment choices throughout the region.
2.D.1. Exercise
With these ideas in place, discussion group participants were asked to examine regional
issues that cut across jurisdictional boundaries as they think together about siting a major
new business or industry, e.g. a Microsoft facility; a new regional solid waste transfer
station; and a very large new retail center, e.g. Mall of America. Each group was asked
to work together to site these three uses and then discuss the interjurisdictional issues that
they create, the implications of these decisions, and the desired outcomes related to this
discussion. Exercise instructions are provided in the appendices to this report.
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2.D.2. Exercise Results
In general, even though the siting of these issues was not always the same, the
discussions surrounding the siting of these three uses and the addition of a fourth use, a
major cultural facility, focused on both the concerns and the opportunities represented by
the availability of infrastructure or the lack thereof; the relationship between the capacity
to absorb the impacts of these uses, e.g. air and transportation; and the availability of
housing choices for employees. The larger questions seemed to be whether there was
enough long-term air and water capacity and a trained/educated labor force to assure that
the region is competitive in attracting a major new employer.
2.D.3. Desired Outcomes: Interjurisdictional Issues Having Cross-Boundary Impacts
Based on the stakeholder interviews, Summit Workshop 1 and the results of group
discussion during exercises, the following seven desired outcomes emerged for this topic:
Major public facilities are being planned and provided in advance of development.
Improved planning and connections between land uses and transportation, especially
along transit corridors.
A process for coordinating land use and public facility decisions to maximize/share
positive benefits and minimize negative impacts.
Achievement of regional efficiencies and cost-effective teaming on delivery of public
services.
A range of housing choices throughout the region.
Enhanced educational and cultural facilities.
Land use, transportation and air quality are considered concurrently when planning for
the future.

3.

Workshop 3: How Do We Get There?

3.A.

Introduction

The objective of Summit Workshop 3 was to report back with a summary of what
Workshop participants determined to be the desired outcomes from the exercises of the
previous Workshops, to begin determining the relative importance of the outcomes, and
to discuss the types of actions appropriate to begin achieving the outcomes. This
information would provide the foundation for the “next steps”…what we call “Making It
Happen”. This step, an initial implementations strategy, is the key to the success of this
project. The best implementation package will be strategic, focusing on what is needed
to achieve the desired outcomes while balancing the relationship between regional
principles and individual jurisdictional actions. While implementation may be based
upon agreements reached through regional plans such as the Regional Policy Plan,
implementation could include a wide range of ideas such as voluntary actions, education,
investment strategies, and recommendations for changes in local plans and development
laws, and local support for future regional actions.
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Summit Workshop 3 began with a morning discussion session with the planning directors
of the SNRPC member jurisdictions. The consultant team reviewed the summary list of
desired outcomes, and discussed the context-setting information and exercises that would
comprise the afternoon. Again, this initial meeting helped ensure the team was
appropriately framing issues and outcomes.
3.B.

Introduction of afternoon session with elected officials

The afternoon began with a brief overview of the work and exercises completed to-date,
and a discussion of the desired outcomes for each of the three categories: “how we
grow”, parks and open space, and interjurisdictional issues having cross-boundary
impacts. The consulting team wanted to confirm that these were the “right” outcomes,
and to make sure they had been captured and reflected correctly. The Workshop
participants were apprized that some of the hardest work of the Summits was ahead of
them. As progress cannot be made on all the outcomes at the same time, a relative
priority would need to be determined for those having the greatest importance or
immediacy. Once that objective was achieved, participants would begin discussing the
sorts of actions needing to be taken to begin making progress on achieving them.
3.C.

Exercise A: Prioritization of outcomes

Workshop participants were divided into three groups. Each group was provided with a
list of the desired outcomes that had been developed in previous Workshops for each of
the three categories. Each participant was given nine “dots”...three for each category.
The participants were asked to spend their nine dots on their highest priority outcomes
within each category, and to discuss with the other participants their rationale for their
choices.
3.D.

Exercise results

As expected, the exercise generated a lot of spirited discussion and debate. It’s one thing
to come up with ideas, and another thing to have to choose between them when allocating
resources…be it dollars or dots. A summary of the prioritization of outcomes is provided
below; more complete findings and the exercise instructions are included within the
appendices to this report.
How Do We Grow?
• Agreement on future expansion of the BLM Disposal Boundary
• Stabilized and revitalized targeted older, underdeveloped neighborhoods
• A diversified economy
Parks and Open Spaces
• Develop a regional plan for parks and open space
• Connections between parks and open spaces within and between cities and natural
areas beyond
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•

Assured funding for maintenance

Interjurisdictional Issues
• Coordinated land use and public facility decisions
• Regional efficiencies on delivery of public services
• Land use, transportation and air quality considered concurrently
• Enhanced educational and cultural facilities
3.E.

Exercise B: Brainstorming actions to make progress on achieving outcomes

The purpose of prioritizing the outcomes was to generate discussion regarding tradeoffs
and regional benefit, and to reduce the range of topics for the next exercise – the
brainstorming of actions for achieving the outcomes. The Workshop participants were
divided into three small groups, and were asked to discuss each of the priority outcomes
within each of the three subject categories, with an eye toward answering the following
questions:
• What is the range of actions that can be taken to make progress at achieving each
priority desired outcome?
• What agency, group or individual is likely to have the lead responsibility for
initiating this action?
• When it comes to getting started, what are among the first steps needing to be
taken?
3.F.

Exercise Results

This was perhaps the most difficult exercise of all, as it required a lot of attention,
thought and discussion among Workshop participants. A brief, summarized overview of
the key findings and suggested actions arising from Workshop participants is provided
below, with more detailed information being provided in the appendices to this report.
How We Grow
Discussion centered upon the need for a coordination process to be established to address
BLM Disposal Boundary Expansion and future annexation strategy. This coordination
process could be one through which discussion (and education) regarding key issues
would help both the public and elected officials understand the ramifications and tradeoffs of growth decisions, with key consideration given to longer-term planning horizons
(30-50 years) and the actions that might need to be taken to help ensure that there would
be adequate air and water resource capacity to accommodate planned growth. The need
for local jurisdictions to agree to coordinate and not to “landlock” each other was also
seen as an important action. The provision of opportunities for discussion and
community education on these key issues was viewed as critical for making advances on
achieving a coordinated vision for growth. The SNRPC was seen as being the most
appropriate body responsible for developing a process and educational/informational
opportunities. Discussion and education was viewed as an important initial step.
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Most of these same thoughts emerged in the discussion regarding the desired outcome of
economic diversification. Developing a shared and informed vision about the long-term
health, form and vitality of the region, with broad involvement and buy-in from the
public and from the private sector was viewed as a key action; partnership in with the
financial and development communities was also discussed. There was significant
attention paid to the topic of water quantity and air quality being potential future
bottlenecks to growth, and with regard to the changes needing to be made in order to add
another million people to the region. The SNRPC was again viewed as the appropriate
lead body for initiating discussion. Placing the issue on the SNRPC’s agenda for framing
the discussion was seen as an important initial action item.
When it came to discussing stabilizing and revitalizing targeted older, underdeveloped
neighborhoods, number of ideas for action emerged, including:
• Identifying the areas to target for infill and redevelopment;
• Using the recently-completed infill study to identify appropriate types of infill
and redevelopment, and to help identify regulatory barriers needing to be lowered
to facilitate such development; and
• Ensuring private sector involvement in developing strategies for identifying
needs, target areas, regulatory incentives and investment tools needed to advance
this public policy objective.
Local jurisdictions were seen as being the lead body most appropriate for undertaking
these actions, with initial strategy being cooperatively determined through the SNRPC.
Among the identified initial steps: getting the issue on the SNRPC agenda; increasing
public knowledge and awareness through workshops, and identifying local regulatory
barriers to achieving infill and redevelopment.
Parks and Open Spaces
Consistent with the view of the planning directors reflected in pre-workshop discussions
the need for developing a regional plan for parks and open spaces was overwhelmingly
viewed as the top priority outcome within this category, especially given the opportunity
presented by the availability of SNPLMA funds. A needs assessment was clearly viewed
as one of the key initial tasks within this desired planning effort, one that could be “kick
started” by examining how the individual jurisdictions’ plans served the needs of the
region when examined as a whole. Coordination between SNRPC, local jurisdictions and
agencies was seen as an action that would be crucial to the success of such a planning
effort. The SNRPC was viewed as the most appropriate body for initiating and
coordinating the development of a regional plan for parks and open spaces. Identifying
the source of funding for the planning effort, and developing a request for proposals for
undertaking the needs assessment and regional plan were viewed as essential first tasks.
“Connections between parks and open spaces…” were viewed as best being addressed
through the needs assessment (e.g., identifying needed connections) and effort to develop
a regional plan for parks and open spaces. Securing a stable funding source for
maintaining park and open space facilities and services was viewed as a complex issue
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that could be addressed in a twofold manner: examining the potential for reinterpretation
of the SNPLMA to allow maintenance as an eligible activity; and identifying a range of
potential funding sources through the process of developing the regional plan for parks
and open spaces. The SNRPC was viewed as the most appropriate lead body for
initiating action in this area.
Interjurisdictional Issues Having Cross-Boundary Impacts
Coordinating land use and public facility decisions was discussed at length, but at a
higher level, with the overall coordination of growth and coordinated planning and
provision of major utilities being the primary actions to be taken. The SNRPC was seen
as being the lead body most appropriate for initiating such action, with increased
communication between jurisdictions and agencies, particularly along/near community
boundaries, being the initial step to be taken.
The potential for sharing the provision of public services and for maintaining public
facilities and infrastructure was viewed as being substantial. Examining the future
infrastructure plans and public service delivery systems of local jurisdictions for
opportunities for coordinated action and economies of scale (and the interlocal
agreements that might be available or needed to encourage coordinated/joint action) was
seen as a good first step.
In considering and planning for land use, transportation and air quality in a concurrent
manner, education and communication were seen as the key actions needing to be taken
to make progress in this area. The public at large needs to understand the connection and
interrelationship between land use, transportation and air quality…how they affect each
other and how quality of life can be impacted by the decisions made in each of these
interrelated areas. Workshops, the development and use of computer modeling on a
regional scale to help examine the potential impacts of different scenarios, and the
coordination between regional and local agencies were viewed as important actions
needing to be taken. The pursuit of funding to develop analytical tools and provide
educational opportunities, and the coordination of agencies to develop a work program
for advancing this overall objective were seen as important initial first steps. The
SNRPC was seen as the appropriate body for initiating this effort, in coordination with
the regional transportation and air quality agencies and local jurisdictions.
Perhaps the most telling finding was the number of times that the SNRPC was identified
as the party most appropriate for having the lead responsibility for initiating and
coordinating actions to carry out the priority desired outcomes.
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DESIRED OUTCOMES
How We Grow
1

Infrastructure keeping pace with development (transportation, schools, etc.).

2

Diversified economy.

3

Higher density development dispersed throughout region.

4

Private sector buy-in and participation.

5

Public understanding of density and “infill done right”.

6

Maintain and develop affordable housing.

7

Implement/achieve desired infill development.

8

Agreement on future expansion of BLM disposal boundary.

9

Achieving development in centers and along transportation corridors.

10

Stabilize and revitalize targeted older, underdeveloped neighborhoods.

Parks and Open Spaces
1

Develop a regional plan for parks and open space.

2

Develop a regional funding allocation strategy.

3

Infill supported by open space/parks.

4

Connections between parks and open spaces within and between cities and natural areas
beyond.

5

Coordination between schools, parks and other agencies.

6

Parks protected from incompatible uses and activities.

7

Assured funding for maintenance.

8

Buffers between transportation facilities and residential areas.

Interjurisdictional Issues
1

Planning and siting major public facilities in advance of development.

2

Improved planning and connections between land uses and transportation, especially along
transit corridors.

3

A process for coordinating land use and public facility decisions to maximize/share positive
benefits and minimize negative impacts.

4

Regional efficiencies and cost effective teaming on delivery of public services.

5

A range of housing choices throughout region.

6

Enhanced educational and cultural facilities.

7

Land use, transportation and air quality considered concurrently.

SNRPC
Desired Outcomes

1
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REGIONAL GROWTH SUMMITS
SPRING 2003
WORKSHOP #1
MARCH 24, 2003

ATTENDANCE LIST

NAME
Donna Kristaponis
William E. Robinson
Phil Speight
Kelly Benavidez
Larry Brown
Mike Dwyer
Dan Tarwater
Myrna Williams
Misty Haehn
Tom Maher
Mary Kay Peck
Susan Selby
Bob Genzer
Kurt Fritsch
John Sullard
Bristol Ellington
Debra Soule
Mary Beth Scow
Andy Hafen
John Schlegel
Wendi Whitteker
Bonnie Rinaldi
Steve Kirk
Carolyn Boyle
Irene Navis
Gregory Rose
Jory Stewart
Michael Mack
Alan Helms
Chris Knight
Chris Robinson
Frank Fiori
Oscar B. Goodman

POSITION
Development Services Dir.
Councilman
City Manager
City Councilman Weekly’s
Office
City Council
Visiting Professor
Asst. City Manager
Commissioner
Planning
Analyst
Comm. Dev. Director
Department of Air Quality
Management – AD
Planning Director
City Manager
City Manager
Asst. Comm Dev. Director
Regional Planner
CCSD Trustee
City Council
Planning Director
Planner
Asst. City Manager
City Council
PIO
Planning Manager
Asst. City Manager
Planning Manager
City Councilman
Nevada Power Company
Planner
Air Quality
Planner
Mayor

JURISDICTION
City of North Las Vegas
City of North Las Vegas
City of Henderson
City of Las Vegas
City of Las Vegas
UNLV
City of North Las Vegas
Clark County
City of North Las Vegas
Southern Nevada Water
Authority
City of Henderson
Clark County
City of Las Vegas
City of North Las Vegas
City of Boulder City
City of Henderson
City of Boulder City
Clark County
City of Henderson
Clark County
Clark County
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
Clark County
Clark County
North Las Vegas
Clark County
City of Las Vegas
Nevada Power Company
City of Las Vegas
Clark County
City of Henderson
City of Las Vegas

Shelly Labay
Neil Ferguson
Elaine Sanchez
Betsy Fretwell
Lynette Boggs McDonald
Larry Harala
Jim Gibson
Jim Spinello

Planner
CLVMU
PIO
Dept. City Manager
Councilwoman
Council Liaison
Mayor
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City of Henderson
Clark County
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City Manager
Commissioner
Senior Planner
Planning Manager
Principal Planner
Member

Connie Suckling

Member

Sean Ross
Michael Pacini
Bob Ferraro
Steve Baxter
Amanda Cyphers
Nass Diallo
Mary Kay Peck
Jon Wardlaw
Bonnie Rinaldi
Jim Mullen
Gregory Rose
Rick Holmes
Frank Fiori
Shelly Labay
Kurt Fritsch
Deborah DiLazzaro
Carissa Schively
Kelly Benavidez
Wendi Whittaker
Mary Beth Scow
Bristol Ellington
Tom Maher
Oscar Goodman
Alan Pinkerton
Shari Buck
Larry Brown

Mayor Pro-tem
Mayor
Planning Manager
City Council
Senior Engineer
Community Development
Director
Asst. Planning Manager
Asst. City Manager
Chief Financial Officer
Asst. City Manager
Asst. County Manager
Senior Planner
Planner
City Manager
Planner
Planner
City Council Liaison
Planner
CCSD Trustee
Asst. Com. Dev. Director
Resource Analyst
Mayor
Asst. Director
City Council
City Council

JURISDICTION
City of Henderson
City of Boulder City
Clark County
Clark County
Clark County
Clark County
Southern Nevada Home
Builders Association
Southern Nevada Home
Builders Association
Strategic Solutions
City of Boulder City
Boulder City
City of North Las Vegas
City of Henderson
LVVWD
City of Henderson
Clark County
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
City of North Las Vegas
Clark County
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
City of North Las Vegas
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
City of Las Vegas
Clark County
CCSD
City of Henderson
SNWA
City of Las Vegas
Clark County
City of North Las Vegas
City of Las Vegas

Stephanie Smith
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Irene Navis
Michael Mack

City Council
Parks and Recreation
Director
Planning Manager
City Council

City of North Las Vegas
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Clark County
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Frank Fiori
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Michael Mack
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POSITION
Asst. City Manager
Com. Dev. Director
Senior Planner
Planner
Member
DAQM
Planning Manager
Senior Civil Engineer
Member
Assistant County Manager
Planning Manager
Planning Manager
Asst. Planning Manager
City Manager
Mayor
City Council
Commissioner
Asst. City Manager
CCSD Trustee
Planner
Administrative Services
Councilman
Asst. Com. Dev. Director
Mayor
City Council

JURISDICTION
City of North Las Vegas
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
Strategic Solutions
SNHBA
Clark County
City of North Las Vegas
LVVWD
SNHBA
Clark County
Clark County
Clark County
Clark County
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
City of Henderson
Clark County
City of Henderson
CCSD
City of Henderson
Clark County
City of Las Vegas
City of Henderson
City of Las Vegas
City of North Las Vegas

Initial Short-Term Action Plan
The actions recommended through the Regional Growth Summits process were
developed from a long-range viewpoint. In order to help ensure progress is made in
achieving these longer term outcomes and objectives, an initial three year action plan is
recommended below. The recommended actions have been prioritized as “first” year
(e.g., those actions that are needed to establish the foundation for progress and/or take
advantage of immediate opportunity), “second” year (e.g., those actions that are needed
to carry policy commitments forward, etc.), or “third” year (e.g. actions to improve
efficiency and effectiveness). In addition, for each year, the tasks have been categorized
as “substantive” (e.g., more policy-based) or “organizational” (e.g., “taking care of
business”, evaluative, process improvement-related, etc.). The following initial action
plan is provided in summary form, and is taken from the outcomes, objectives and actions
identified above.

Year 1 Action Plan
Substantive Actions:
¾ Prepare a regional plan for parks recreation and open spaces.
¾ Develop a Regional Action Agenda.
¾ Initiate concurrent consideration of land use, transportation and air quality.
Organizational Actions:
¾ Better utilize SNRPC for Regional coordination, planning and problem solving.
¾ Prepare a Regional Strategies Action Plan

Year 2 Action Plan
Substantive Actions:
¾ Review and revise growth coordination tools and procedures.
¾ Research and prepare an economic diversification strategy.
¾ Conduct an “economic and growth capacity” forum.
Organizational Actions:
¾ Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan

Year 3 Action Plan
Substantive Actions:
¾ Initiate program to ensure development of “quality communities”.
Organizational Actions:
¾ Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan

Start Date
Substantive Actions
1. Prepare a regional plan for parks, recreation and open spaces.
Secure consulting services to conduct a needs assessment and develop a regional plan for
parks and open spaces for the Southern Nevada Region.
Develop a coordinated, regional strategy for accessing and gaining commitment of
SNPLMA funds for appropriate, high-priority projects.

First Priority: Year One

Identify the range and type of park and open space improvements the region feels are
appropriate for funding through SNPLMA resources.
Research the potential for funding the maintenance of park and recreational facilities on a
regional basis.
2. Develop a regional action agenda
Form an SNRPC committee charged with identifying those activities of benefit to the region
warranting action at the state and/or federal level.
Determine those actions needing to be taken, with what agencies and/or political body, and
the work program (and responsibilities) for carrying them out.
Develop a Regional Action Agenda for those activities warranting action at the state and/or
federal level, and whose success would be benefited by concerted and coordinated action
at the regional level.
Identify the other major initiatives that would benefit from or require regional coordination
(e.g., an economic diversification strategy, a “quality communities” initiative, growth
coordination, etc.), and the tasks required to define and launch them.
3. Initiate a program for the concurrent consideration of land use, transportation and air
quality
Research current conditions and examine trends in order to derive predictors of future
circumstances in each of these three areas.
Review recommendations and findings from growth summits, regional action agenda,
economic development strategy and research.
Hold SNRPC regional forum and discuss the value of developing a coordinated land use,
transportation and air quality plan for the region that could examine future growth scenarios
for the region and help outline specific steps that would implement the adopted policy plan,
the economic development strategy, and etc.
Develop phased work program and strategy for proceeding, including developing planning
and monitoring tools for assessing impacts and interrelationships of actions.

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Start Date
Organizational Actions
1. Determine how to better utilize the SNRPC for regional coordination, planning and
problem solving
Establish a task force with a combination of elected and appointed officials from each
jurisdiction, and of limited scope and duration, charged with assessing the role and
effectiveness of the SNRPC, and for identifying opportunities and actions for better regional
coordination, planning, problem solving and service delivery.
2. Prepare a Regional Strategies Action Plan
Develop a progress report on the implementation of the policies and plan priorities of the
Regional Policy Plan. Identify specific tasks and/or products needing to be initiated,
continued or completed.
Develop a Regional Strategies Action Plan, a three year, renewable/rolling, short-term
action plan that would be annually updated, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and
updating process and a supporting budget for Year 1.
Identify an individual or committee with the charge of championing the development,
progress, annual renewal and implementation of the Regional Strategies Action Plan.

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Second Priority (Year 2)

Start Date

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Start Date

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Substantive Actions
1. Review and revise growth coordination tools and procedures
Review existing agreements between the school district and cities and county to assure
more consistency throughout the region.
Coordinate an effort with all the jurisdictions to focus on a comparison of service quality and
unit costs and financing of services.
Examine whether interlocal agreements between jurisdictions or other agreements to
regionalize certain services is a potential option.
Establish a committee of local jurisdictional planning staff to identify and evaluate issues
leading to boundary conflicts, and whether an effort to resolve these issues is warranted
and, if so, clearly identify the objectives and criteria required to guide the effort.
Establish an interlocal agreement to define and guide the planning effort.
2. Research and prepare an economic diversification strategy.
Facilitate SNRPC discussion of economic development, the role of the region and the role
of the State in assisting in this effort; followed by discussions with State leaders regarding
the need to enhance educational and economic development opportunities.
UNLV/SNRPC co-sponsor a regional meeting, inviting private and public (local and state)
representatives to take a long range look at economic development opportunities.
3. Conduct an “economic and growth capacity forum”.
Convene a meeting of the regional agencies (transportation, water, flood control, air quality)
to identify capacity gaps and limitations related to future employment growth.

Organizational Actions
1. Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan
Develop a progress report on the implementation of the policies and plan priorities of the
Regional Policy Plan, the three year, renewable/rolling, short-term action plan, annually
updated, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and updating process and a supporting
budget for Year 1.
Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan, identifying specific tasks and/or products
needing to be initiated, continued or completed.

Third Priority: (Year 3 and beyond)

Start Date

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Start Date

Desired
Actual
Completion Completion
Date
Date

Substantive Actions
1. Initiate a program to ensure development of “quality communities”
Develop guidelines for what constitutes “quality communities” within the Southern Nevada
region. Identify the overall guiding principles and standards the region aspires to for its
communities, realizing that each community will develop programs for achieving these
principles reflecting local values and objectives.
Update zoning and development regulations to encourage mixed use, transit-oriented
developments along corridors and in centers. Revise regulations as appropriate to improve
modal and transportation network connectivity, and to achieve pedestrian-friendly
streetscapes and developments. Compare and revise local standards to ensure effective
transitions at the jurisdictional boundaries, and to ensure that public safety and quality of life
are kept “on the front burner”, while preserving local autonomy.
Review and implement infill and redevelopment strategies recommended in the SNRPC
Infill Study, especially those strategies for encouraging developers to work within already
developed areas.
Develop plan and code provisions for ensuring that transportation, land use and air quality
are considered concurrently in the long-range planning and local development review
processes.
Develop strategies for encouraging developers to work within already developed areas will
be the next step in achieving infill and redevelopment.

Organizational Actions
1. Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan
Develop a progress report on the implementation of the policies and plan priorities of the
Regional Policy Plan, the three year, renewable/rolling, short-term action plan, annually
updated, with a regularly-scheduled monitoring and updating process and a supporting
budget for Year 1.
Update the Regional Strategies Action Plan, identifying specific tasks and/or products
needing to be initiated, continued or completed.

Parametrix, Inc.

Consultants in Engineering and Environmental Sciences

700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 1160, Portland, OR 97232-2131
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Refined Scope (10/11/02)

Purpose of Growth Summits
• The Growth Summits will facilitate a dialogue on “how the region grows” including those issues that
were identified in the Regional Policy Plan as priorities including open space planning/protection,
interjurisdictional impacts of regional growth, and implementation/future steps.
• The Growth Summits will identify methods for more effective regional collaboration.
• The Growth Summits represent an important step forward in building consensus about how to
address and implement key elements of the Regional Policy Plan.
• The Growth Summits allow regional planning to occur in a manner that maximizes local autonomy
by allowing an open conversation among high level elected officials about the future of the region.
• The proposed summit/workshop #1 has been revised; participation will be limited to elected
officials.
• An implementation strategy will be developed that identifies guiding principles that all of the entities
can agree to, yet allow for individual autonomy.
•

The major deliverables from the process include:
- Technical report on existing conditions, issues, and perceptions (including a summary of
interviews conducted with all elected officials whose jurisdictions are represented on the
Board as well as an opportunity for each jurisdiction to recommend up to three
interviewees, if desired)
- Maps, materials, and summary from workshops,
- High level policies on issues, opportunities and challenges associated with future growth
and development (see more detailed outcomes described below)
- Strategy for Next Steps and Implementation based on outcomes of summits.

Specifically, three Regional Policy Plan Priorities will be examined and further refined with
implementation strategies through the Growth Summit process:
1.
Regional Open Space (Plan Priority in Open Space Element)
• Common definition of regional open space
• Policies and principles to protect appropriate open space
• Identification of required funding and potential funding sources
2.
Interjurisdictional Impacts (Plan Priority in Land Use Element). Although the RPC has
established a process for identifying and addressing projects of regional significance, the growth
summits will specifically address how the RPC will address projects with interjurisdictional;
impacts.
• Common definition of interjurisdictional impacts
• Develop Policies and Principles to address selected impacts
• Establish a process for addressing projects with interjurisdictional impacts
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3.
Regional Growth and Future Steps (Plan Priority in Land Use Element)
• Develop policies and principles to address how growth should occur in the region and what steps
need to be taken to accomplish this vision
• Develop a common understanding of what will happen in Southern Nevada if we:
- Continue current development practices? Do we want to go there?
- Or, follow a new vision?

Task 1:

Establishing the Foundation
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To effectively conduct such an important conversation as the Regional Growth Summits, we’ll need to ground
ourselves in information and establish a firm foundation of knowledge with which to work. We propose to spend
a three-day visit to obtain information, talk with stakeholders and staff, and prepare for the summits.
In advance of our visit, we will have talked with staff regarding who, in addition to the SNRPC officials, should
be interviewed, i.e. those who are likely to have an important stake in the outcome of these summits such as
representatives of the development industry, environmental or land management agencies, etc. The 60
interviewees, identified in discussions between staff and elected officials from all of the jurisdictions, will include
all elected officials whose jurisdictions are represented on the Board as well as an opportunity for each
jurisdictions to recommend up to three interviewees, if desired. The purpose of the interviews is to identify issues
and opportunities they feel are of greatest importance to their constituencies and the region as a whole (with
regard to the three topics of the Regional Growth Summit Workshops). This will provide us with valuable insight
as we frame the issues for discussion. In addition, a guide will be developed for the stakeholder interviews that
includes an introduction to the summits and a set of questions.
The following briefly describes a proposed schedule and set of activities for the three-day visit:
•
•

•

Day 1 will include a tour of the area with a few of the Planning Directors in the morning, followed by a
workshop in the afternoon to examine issues and opportunities according to the Planning Directors and
key staff, and to discuss the logistics of the Summit Workshops.
On day 2 up to 60 stakeholder interviews (up to 60) will be conducted. An evening presentation to the
Planning Directors and key staff would present our initial findings, the value of regional planning and a
discussion of our experiences and lessons learned. This workshop will also provide an opportunity to
ascertain whether the presentation we plan for the Summit participants the evening before Workshop 1 is
appropriate.
Day 3 is our additional data-gathering day. We propose to hold a morning meeting with the Planning
Directors and key staff to ask questions, obtain additional data, and further refine the logistics for the
Workshops. We will also hold interviews with those stakeholders not available the previous day.

By firmly establishing a foundation for the summits, we will have an opportunity to introduce the consultant
team, meet with staff and elected officials, identify refinements to the summits, discuss logistics, discuss some
perceptions from our initial interviews and research, and to discuss what would constitute a successful project,
and begin building excitement for the work to come.
Following this initial trip, the consultant team will complete the research and the maps that will assist us and
Summit participants in determining what the choices and trade-offs of alternative policy decisions are. One of the
keys to identifying these options is to determine what the land resource is, and how the public policy tools,
especially zoning, affect it. This effort will include a review of all pertinent reports and plans, data collection using
existing GIS-based resources, integration of baseline data into a land use model that will help to identify the
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extent of growth capacity in the land base, and the impact of physical, environmental, and policy limitations on it
- setting the stage for discussions about how the region should grow. These documents also provide an
integrated information and data base that can be used by the SNRPC and member jurisdictions following the
summits, helping to form an understanding of where the Region is today, but also providing the basis for analysis
of proposed policy directions coming out of the summits. The results of these research efforts, including the
stakeholder interviews, will be compiled into a background document that serves as a briefing packet for Summit
participants (to be distributed prior to the workshops).

Deliverables: Initial communications with project staff. Stakeholder interviews and summary notes. Meetings
with SNRPC Planning Directors and staff. Review of reports and data collection and integration. Background
report on existing conditions, issues and perceptions. Agreement of format for summit #1.
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Task 2:

How Do We Grow?

(Regional Growth Summit Workshop 1)
The first Regional Growth Summit Workshop will be held following the elections to maximize the potential for
participation of elected officials. We propose to kick-off the Summits with a dinner and presentation to the
participants the evening prior to the first workshop. This will provide an opportunity to frame the issues based
upon what we’ve learned to-date, relate experiences from other regional planning successes, set the stage for the
discussions to follow, and get the participants excited and in the frame of mind to get to work on envisioning a
future.
This workshop would start with an overview of the findings from our earlier research and interviews, a summary
of the issues, review of the Summit Workshop process, and set the stage for the day’s work. We propose to begin
with a presentation regarding the benefits of regional planning and the value of a regional approach. As we have
already interviewed the elected officials in the region and identified their key values and concerns, we will facilitate
a discussion to confirm our understanding of them. As the question of “how we grow” is linked to areas for
development and areas where development may be inappropriate for a variety of reasons, a discussion of open
space and open space protection is logical. The discussion of Open Space Planning would be started with a
background presentation, followed by a group exercise to develop a definition of regional open space. This
would be followed by a discussion of the types and locations of open space resources to be protected, created,
connected and linked. For example, open space can serve many roles...as resource protector, recreational asset,
and as a shaper or boundary for growth. In the afternoon, we will begin with a “base case” scenario (“where are
we today”) to set the stage for small group discussions centering upon the topic of anticipated and desired future
approaches to growth, development concepts (greenfield, redevelopment, infill), possible locations, and the steps
necessary to focus growth and open space protection - “where is development today, and how do we want to
grow”?
Workshop maps, compiled from the GIS information which contain a representation of the current situation,
typically including landscape, transportation, environmental, and other information, will be a key tool for the
workshop. An important component is a representation of opportunities and constraints, where land that is
currently developed is shown, along with environmental constraints. These maps will also provide information
regarding the location and concentration of housing, jobs and other key factors. These maps will attract attention,
and participants will likely gain a perspective they did not have before. We will use paper icons that symbolize
kinds of development or open space that may occur in the future. Summit participants will be encouraged to
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envision different growth scenarios, policy choices, and the trade-offs associated with them. Participants will
grapple with the issues and trade-offs related to placing growth in different locations throughout the region given
environmental, institutional, and infrastructure constraints.
The day’s work will result in the establishment of a beginning definition of regional open space, draft guiding
principles regarding open space planning, and a preliminary determination of” how do we grow”. We intend to
videotape the presentation and the workshops to ensure that both the consultants and the client have a record of
the proceedings, and to help us ensure that the work we do, the assumptions we make, and the recommendations
we provide accurately reflect what was said by workshop participants. In between summits, results of group
discussion will be tabulated and mapped, and areas of consensus and difference will be identified, providing the
basis for discussion in the next summit.

Deliverables: Kick-off dinner and presentation. Regional Growth Summit Workshop 1. Workshop maps and
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materials. Draft definition of regional open space resources and planning principles and policies for addressing
open spaces. Summary of workshop, including tapes of presentation and workshop proceedings.

Task 3:

How Do We Address Growth?

(Regional Growth Summit Workshop 2, Day 1)
Regional Growth Summit Workshop 2 would be provided in two parts over two consecutive days. Both of these
workshops would begin with a half-day workshop with planning directors and other jurisdictional staff
representatives, setting the stage for an afternoon workshop with elected officials from the SNRPC jurisdictions.
The first day workshops would start with a reintroduction to the Regional Growth Summit process and a
presentation regarding the benefits of regional planning and the value of a regional approach. A revisitation and
confirmation of the draft principles developed in Summit Workshop 1 regarding regional open space planning
and protection would be facilitated, and a summary of the previous workshop’s discussion on “how do we grow”
(areas where growth should occur or where resources should be conserved) will be provided. This is where we
take what we’ve learned and begin to move ahead with the next step. An introduction to the interjurisdictional
impacts of future development and the relationship to open space, public facilities and transportation facilities
and services would follow. setting the stage for discussing how regional growth can be addressed while retaining
the autonomy of the individual jurisdictions.
The lunch hour, in between the two workshops, will provide an excellent opportunity for discussing the regional
planning work of the RTC and UNLV, and will provide an appropriate lead-in for the initial afternoon work on
“how do we address growth?” such as what are the benefits, impacts and implications of mixed use centers and
transit corridors? Discussion will include the types of growth that Summit participants would like to see as well as
issues of livability and level of service, and how these issues are coordinated across jurisdictional boundaries. The
afternoon session would be capped off with a discussion of the opportunities for intergovernmental coordination,
for stimulating improvements to livability, potential joint planning areas, and the identification of principles for
maximizing intergovernmental cooperation and collaboration in planning for growth, while retaining jurisdictional
autonomy. In these workshops, we will encourage Summit participants to first think of the Southern Nevada
Region as a region without boundaries, and looking at the big picture for the region as a whole. We will then
“overlay” the political boundaries over this big picture, and talk about joint, lead and individual jurisdictional roles
in achieving the envisioned objective. It is anticipated that this discussion will be continued in the morning
session on Day 2.
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Deliverables: Regional Growth Summit Workshop 2, Day 1. Workshop materials. Final/confirmed definition
of regional open space and guiding principles regarding regional open space planning and protection. Draft
guiding principles regarding regional planning and interjurisdictional coordination. Summary of workshop,
including tapes of workshop proceedings.

Task 4:

Making It Happen

(Regional Growth Summit Workshop 2, Day 2)
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(Draft and Final Report)
Day 2 of Summit Workshop 2 will focus upon a continuation of the discussion of “How Do We Address
Growth?”. The day would begin with a brief, summary overview of where we are in the Growth Summit process
and additional highlighting of the value of a regional approach to planning. The real work of the morning would
begin with a reporting back on what we heard the previous day regarding interjurisdictional impacts of growth,
shared planning concerns, and a continued discussion regarding and confirming the draft principles for
maximizing interjurisdictional cooperation and collaboration in planning for growth, while retaining individual
jurisdictional autonomy. This is a very important piece of the larger conversation. The discussion will then pull
the concepts and principles developed in the workshops to-date, and move more toward one of “where is the
Region heading”, and how it relates to the larger, western region. This is where the previous experience of the
consultant team can be brought to bear, given our large background of successful project work throughout the
West, Northwest and elsewhere in the nation.
During lunch, which will include planning directors and the elected officials, we’ll begin to focus upon the “next
steps”... what we call “Making It Happen”. This step, an initial implementation strategy, is the key to the success
of this project. While it cannot be predicted what will be the right set of strategies or actions, it will likely include
a host of techniques. The best implementation package will be strategic, focusing on what is needed to achieve
the result that are agreed upon for addressing the relationship between regional principles and individual
jurisdictional actions in addressing and implementing these regional principles. While implementation may be
based on agreements reached through regional plans such as the policy plan and the RTP, implementation could
include a wide range of ideas such as voluntary actions, education, investment strategies, and recommendations
for changes in local plans and development laws, and local support for future regional actions.
As mentioned earlier in this proposal, this process will strive to achieve results. The project should create
momentum through the support generated and the compelling nature of its work. How will the SNRPC move
forward with the vision and guiding principles it has developed through the Summit process? How will the
SNRPC and its member jurisdictions build the broad-based public support necessary to flesh out and support the
direction of the Regional Policy Plan and the direction reached through the Regional Growth Summits? What is
the policy, planning or governance mechanisms needed to address the interjurisdictional impacts of growth
throughout the region? How might intergovernmental coordination help to address the shared visions and desired
growth direction and forms? The afternoon discussions will seek to bring closure and clarity with regard to a
sense of SNRPC and jurisdictional missions and directions.
Draft and Final Reports
To help “make it happen”, the results of the Regional Growth Summit will be compiled into a useful document
that is cohesive, clear and compelling. The Parametrix Team will compile the research, workshop findings,
Regional Growth Summit maps depicting the base case and the scenarios and trade-offs analyzed, and lay out an
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implementation program of the “next steps” for moving ahead with “thinking regionally and acting locally” which
could include planning and regulatory directions incentives, and recommending the mechanisms and relationships
needed to achieve the desired vision for growth and livability. A draft Final Report will be provided to the
SNRPC staff for review and comment. Following that, the, the consultant team will meet with the SNRPC to
discuss the draft report and next steps, and receive comments and suggestions for amending the document. A
final report will then be prepared and delivered to the client.

Deliverables: Regional Growth Summit Workshop 2, Day 2. Workshop map and materials. Final guiding
principles regarding regional planning and interjurisdictional and jurisdictional roles and responsibilities.
Preliminary “Next Steps/Implementation Strategy. Summary of workshop.
Draft report; review and revisions; presentation of draft final report; preparation of a final Report.
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Task 5:

Project Management

Prior to initiating the project, the Parametrix Team will development a project management protocol with the
SNRPC’s project manager to ensure frequent communication regarding project status, event logistics, etc. As this
project requires completion within a very short period of time, regularly scheduled conference calls will be
scheduled. Meetings of the project team will be scheduled in conjunction with each of the four planned trips to
the Southern Nevada region.

